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News In Brief

cedures of using the system and to
By DONNA NEWCOMB
provide input on how the policies
Staff Writer
Dispatchers at the Murray City should be written, used and
Police Department will now have worded.
The new policy requiring certo be certified to operate the
tification
for all who operate the
department's computer system,
according to Murray City Police terminals was created to comply
Chief Larry Nixon, who recently with a new telecommunicators
attended a three-day conference in law.
Paducah of the Law Inforcement
Nixon said that all training for,
Network of Kentucky (LINK) — the certification test will be conthe network that connects his ducted .by the Department of
department's computer system to Criminal Justice Training at
Frankfort.
Eastern Kentucky University. All
Nixon said that 150 to 200 LINK LINK terminal operators will be
users attended the conference to
learn the new policies and pro- (Cont'd on page 2)

Local Guard participates
in mobilization exercises

Elsewhere...
B)the kthee hated Perth

WASHINGTON — Congressional investigators are considering
grants of immunity to a new group of figures in the Iran-Contra affair
and are near agreement on a timetable for taking testimony from the
central players: Oliver North and John Poindexter.
WASHINGTON — Federal officials, moving ahead with a nationwide education plan to fight AIDS in schools and elsewhere, are urging doctors to recommend AIDS testing for patients who received
transfusions before 1985.
ACROSS THE NATION — Americans become honorary Irishmen
today, marking St. Patrick's Day with a parade of 120,000 on New
York City's Fifth Avenue, the wearin' o' the green in Savannah and a
salute to Irish moms in Cleveland.
NEW FORK — After years of investigations aimed at Rep. Mario
Biaggi and former party boss Meade Esposito, a grand jury has indicted the two Democratic leaders on charges they used their influence to help a ship repair company.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, in a gesture of goodwill
toward the Kremlin, agreed to meet with Soviet sailors who were
plucked from their sinking ship last weekend by U.S. Coast Guard
helicopters.
WASHINGTON — The first drug to make hair grow on bald men
could be on the market later this year if the Food and Drug Administration follows the advice of an outside panel of experts.
AUGUSTA, Maine — Charles Hewins stood in the basement of his
funeral home before an array of small steel vaults, the temporary
repositories of a dozen caskets awaiting the burial that the frost and
snow of winter have delayed.
LOS ANGELES — It's a long way from the booby-trapped trails of
Vietnam to the streets lined with gold in Hollywood, but retired
Marine Corps Capt. Dale Dye appears to have found his way on both
hazardous paths.
WASHINGTON — The Transportation Department is considering a
recall of the 7,000 Ford vans converted into ambulances due to
reports of fuel overheating and gas tank fires.
WASHINGTON — During a 242-year period, 22 sleeping soldiers
were run over by tatical vehicles, with seven of them killed, during
Army field training exercises, the Army says.

Sergeant Bill McDougal, dispatcher at the Murray City Police
Department, will soon have to be certified to operate the department's computer system. The new policy requiring all who operate
the terminals to be certified was created to comply with the new
tele -communicators law.
mat Oslo by Demo Newcomb

The local U.S. Army National ment training during annual trainGuard 614th Military Police Com- ing periods. according to 1st Lt
pany participated in mobilization Larry Nixon.
and deployment readiness exerThe training includes the excises over the weekend at the Army Reserve Center in Murray. amination of alert notification proThe exercise scenario assumed cedures, mobilization proce3sIng
that a national emergency had at the home station. and complebeen declared, such as war or a tion of deployment requirements
national disaster, and that for overseas training.
mobilization had been ordered, acThe primary goals of the exercording to Maj. Michael C. Jones
cises are to provide the unit with
Conducted by the State Area
additional time and funding to
Command, the exercises were
complete preparation for overseas
geared toward guard units that
are scheduled for overseas deploy- ((ont'd on page 2)

Second longest gap since 1981

Thursday news conference scheduled
for president to meet with reporters
WASHINGTON (AP I — The
White House announced today that
President Reagan will hold a news
conference Thursday night, his
first formal meeting with
reporters since Nov. 19.
Presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said the 8 p.m. ( EST)
session in the East Room of the
White House would be available
for radio and television broadcast
as usual.
The four-month gap between
news conferences is the second
longest such hiatus since Reagan

assumed office in January 1981.
The longest span was 51 months,
from July 24, 1984, to Jan. 9, 1985.
Reagan's Nov. 19 news conference came after he had
acknowledged secret arms sales
to Iran, but before reports surfaced that some of the payments had
been diverted to aid Contra rebels
in Nicaragua.
Fitzwater declined to confirm a
report that Reagan will visit Columbia, Mo., on March 26 to talk
about his package of trade proposals. The White House has said

Reagan plans a series of speaking
forays on behalf of the trade
package, beginning late in March.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
reported Monday that the president is expected to visit either a
school or a job-training site in
Columbia.
This would be his first public appearance away from Washington
since the Iran-Contra stories
broke. During part of this time,
the president was under his doctors' orders to limit his activities
while recuperating from Jan. 5
prostate surgery.

Fund Drive underway
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Forecast
Tonight: Cloudy with periods
of rain and thunderstorms. Low
45 to 50. A breezy east wind 10 to
20 mph. The chance .of
precipitation 100 percent.
Wednesday: Cloudy and windy with rain and thunderstorms
continuing. High from 55 to 60.'
Southeast wind 15 to 25 mph.
_Chance of , guipitation 100
percent.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Barkley Lake
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President Reagan
'Vews conference etpected

Bussey says
Playhouse's
fund raising
is underway
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Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 330 p m Saturday
are urged to coil 733-1116 bet
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Dispatchers for city
must now be certified

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.( AP) — Samuel B. Shelton went down to the
Christian County Courthouse last week to renew his drivers license.
He doesn't need it anymore, but its hard to give up something you've
had for 70 years.
Shelton, a retired farmer who celebrated his 104th birthday Sunday, had to get a relative to drive him down to the courthouse last
Friday.
"I ain't gonna get out in this traffic — no way," Shelton said as he
sat in the courthouse. "I might drive out on the farm, but I'm not gonna get on the road."
The licensing office was rather busy that morning and Shelton had
to wait his turn out in the hall with several inexperienced drivers —
some of them were only in their 60's and 70's.
Elizabeth Eddy, an employee in the office that issues drivers
licenses, said he is the oldest licensed driver in Hopkinsville.
We have several in their 80's who come in here to get their license
renewed and even quite a few in their 90's who are still driving, but
this is rare,- she said.
Mrs. Eddy noted that Shelton's age even caught the attention of a
state official in Frankfort last week when it was time to send out
renewal notices.
'The lady in Frankfort called me and said, 'Elizabeth, something
has got to be wrong with this; it says his birthdate is 1883,' "Mrs. Eddy said.
Shelton said he doesn't remember exactly when he got his first
drivers license, but he does remember the first car he ever owned.
"I got a Model T Ford in 1917," he said. "It had those old lantern
lamps on the front, and you couldn't see anything. So later I traded it
for a 1922 Model T and it had the electric lights on front."
Shelton has been living in a nursing home for about a year but he
still owns a farm and occasionally he will take his Buick for a drive
around the fields. He bought the car brand new for his 100th birthday.
"I don't know why he wants his license," said Shelton's granddaughter, Sarah Mabry. "He said he didn't want to drive, but he
wanted to have the license just in case."
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New policy established

Christian County man won't
give up driver's license at 104
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Fund Drive captains are shoWn meeting with Director Lis Hussey and Fund Raising Chairman Ed Graves.
Pictured above, from left, are Bob Jackson, Harold Hurt, Irma LaFollette sad Ed Graves. Back row,from
left, are Ronnie Gibson, Harry Allison, Lis Hussey, John Pasco, Buries Young sad Hugh Eddie Wilson. Fund
Drive captains not present are: Steve Andrhs, Buddy Buckingham, Ron Christopher, Max Cleaver, Bill Ger.
mann, Peggy Harrell, Don Henry, Loretta Jobs, George Oakley and Scott Selloff.
In Kinowri,

The Playhouse in the Park's 1987
Fund Drive is well under way with
Its emphasis now placed on local
businesses. Liz Bussey. Executive
Director said. The theatre's goal is
to reach every Murray business in
the next two-to-three weeks. The
fundraising effort will officially
close on April 26 with the last performance of "Angel Street."
Ticket sales account for 50 percent of the funds necessary to run
the theatre she said. The Playhouse
In the Park must raise an additional $12,000 to continue to provide
entertainment and educational programs to the area for another year.
It has already received 0,000 in
contributions from individuals.
return for contributions, The
Playhouse is offering special
benefits. A pledge of $200 will be
acknowledged as co-sponsor of a
play. A pledge of $500 will be the
sole sponsor of a play. Iii addition,
(Orst'd
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Plenty of pancakes

Kentucky Driver's Manual rewritten to
third grade level soon to be available

"".

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky API — A
new Kentucky Drivers Manual,
written at a third-grade instead of
a sixth-grade level, should be
available to all public schools by
next fall to encourage would-be
motorists with reading
disabilities.
Working on a $5,000 state grant,
teachers Carol Sue Baron, Mary
Pat McMillin and Jana Hickey
from Louisville's Central High
School reorgarfized chapters,
replaced complicated terms with
shorter, simpler words and had
the new manual printed in larger,
easy-to-read type.
"Most of these kids are such
poor readers and may be so
discouraged that they don't even
want to try." Ms. Baron said. "But
you offer them something that
they want to learn — are, in fact,
eager to learn — and you've got
yourself a real teaching tool."
Ms. Hickey also developed a
computerized test •that shows
where the students need help
before they begin studying the
manual and a follow-up exam to

determine how much they have
learned.
The effort was designed to help
people like Steve Goodner, an
18-year-old senior at Central who
wants to find a job.
"But to get a job," he said, "you
have to have a (drivers) license,
and to get a license, you've got to
pass the test, and to pass the test,
you've got to read that book."
The new manual is now getting a
final review by Kentucky State
Police and is already being used in
some of the Jefferson County
school system's Exceptional Child
Education programs and vocational schools
A $5,000 grant from the state
Department of Education's Innovation Incentive Fund paid for
the rewritten manual and the computer program. Jefferson County
schools are paying for copies used
locally, and the Education Department will pay for the materials in
other areas of Kentucky.
State police, which handles
driver testing, said some words,
such as "lawful" and "legal,"

Get to know your neighbor. He's a

National Leader

JAMIE D. WASHER, FICF
fied RepresentatIve

Murrav, KY
753-4374

This specialty trained Woodmen Rekl Representative
has earned national recognition for excellence, providing outstanding service for his Woodmen members.
"Th• FAMILY Fraternite.

•

h

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Home
Office: Woodman TOWlif • Ohe

Rewriting some sections involved no more than trimming words,
Ms. McMillin said. "Kids who
have difficulty reading usually
take one look at a long sentence
and just skip it. .., They won't even
try to read it. So we've just rewritten some parts using fewer
words."
For example„ a passage in the
state manual on protecting your
license, reads: "You are responsible for obeying all traffic laws.
You must have your operator's
license with you at all times when
operating a motor vehicle and you
must show it upon demand to a
law-enforcement officer, or duly
authorized Department of
Transportation personnel."
The rewritten manual advises:
"You protect your license by obeying the traffic laws. A driver
should carry this license at all
times. It must be shown upon demand of a policeman or Department of Transportation
personnel."

Students finish in
state competition

in his profession

•

could not be changed, so the
manual includes a glossary to explain more difficult terms.

Local students fared well in the
Kentucky Academic Association
Governor's Cup State Competition
in Louisville on March 15-16. The
students qualified for the tournament by finishing first or second in
regional competition.
Debbie Rutledge highlighted the
team frcm Murray High School
with a sixth place finish in
English. EMI Maddox finished 16th
In Language Arts and Ken
Mikulcik was 20th in Math.
Shannon Hazier, a student at
Murray Middle School, finished
fourth overall in the Science competition. Scott Andrus, Hailer's
classmate, finished 20th overall in
the Social Studies division.
Jeff Enoch and Dale McCallon
represented Calloway County Middle School at the competition.
Enoch finished seventh in Math
with McCallon placing 21st in
Language Arts.
The middle schools competed
separately from the high schools.
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Murray Civitan Club Publicity Chairman Wayne Williams presents tickets to the annual Civitan Pancake Day
to Murray Today editor Jo Burkeen. The all-you-can-eat pancake breakfast, prepared and served by local
Civitan members. is scheduled from 5 a.m.to2 p.m. Saturday at Albert's Restaurant on Chestnut Street. Proceeds from the event will help support the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.).
Staff photo by David Tuck

'Get Involved,' Putnam to tell Rotary
"Get involved" is the message
Birmingham businessman and noted "volunteer" John L. Putnam
will deliver to the Murray Rotary
Club on March 19.
A past president of the Outstanding Americans Foundation, Putman was recently named president
of the American Foundation for
Volunteerism. He was recognized
by the United States Jaycees in 1967
as one of the 10 Outstanding Young
Men of America, and in 1970 joined John Wayne and Bob Hope in
receiving the Gold Plate Award for
contributions to colleges and
universities. His accomplishments
are especially significant because
he has been blind since the age of
19.
Putman's appearance is sponsored by South Central Bell as part
of its community affairs program.
"South Central Bell supports and
encourages its employees to be involved in the community," said
Dwane Tucker, Bell's manager.
"We want to encourage involvement by other people in the community, as well, because we believe
such support is essential to the
growth of our communities.
"To help encourage involvement,
we've arranged for John Putman to
talk to a variety of community
organizations and employee
gatherings throughout the company's five-state region of
Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana,

Dispatchers...
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(Cont'd from page I)
certified for two years by the State
Control Terminal Officer after
successfully passing a written
examination.
A terminal operator must be
certified within the first six months of employment, Nixon said.
Persons employed prior to Jan. 1,

Exercises...
(Cont'd from page 1)
training, to assess the mobilization process tied to actual deployment, and to conduct deployment
preparations which are unit
responsibilities.
Preparations included medical
testing, dental testing, equipment
checks, and legal conferences, according lo Jones. Approximately
145 guard members participated
in the exercises, Nixon said.

Mississippi and Tennessee."
Formerly director of Community Affairs for SouthTrust Corporation in Birmingham, Putman has
spoken in 30 countries before more
than 3,000 audiences. He is a
member of the boards of directors
of the United Cerebral Palsy Foundation and the Center for the
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Putman holds a bachelor's
degree in psychology and political
science from Birmingham
Southern College and a master's
degree in psychology from the

Blacks
Decorating Center

University of Mississippi. From
1981 to 1986, he was a Department
of Housing and Urban Development special advisor to the Deputy Under Secretary for Intergovernmental Relations under
the Reagan administration. During
that time he authored the Presidential proclamation declaring
1983-1984
the
"Year
of
Volunteerism" and coordinated
departmental activities for the International Year of Disabled
Persons.

Puryear youth considered
for a national citation
A Puryear, Tenn. boy who saved
his brothers from a fire is being
considered for a state nomination
for the National American Medal
for Bravery.
James Thomas "J.T." Blanton,
13, of Hershel Sykes Road, son of
Tommy and Linda Blanton,
rescued his two younger brothers
out of their burning house on Feb.
2.
The fire apparently started
when an Atari game transformer
shorted out and caught a

bedspread on fire in J T.'s
bedroom. J.T. and his brothers,
Jason, 8, and Jonathon, 2, had
been alone in the living room while
their parents were out stripping
tobacco.
After taking his brothers to a
neighbor's house, Blanton then
went to another home to call for
help. Officals praised Blanton,
saying his quick action saved not
only his brothers, but, most of his
house as well.

is& must be certified by July 1, he is also tied into the central system
added.
in Frankfort.
Sergeant Bill McDougal,
The local law enforcement agentelecommunicator at the Murry cies are two out of 50 in the state to
Police Department, said that receive ICAP. The agencies were
through the LINK system, the selected on the basis of volume of
department can find information crime being reported through the
on wanted persons, vehicle Kentucky Uniform Crime Reporregestration, operators license, ting system to the FBI.
and stolen property among other
Chief Nixon said the link staff is
things.
In the future, with some added now looking at different types of
equipment, the system will be able terminals to do other things in the
to transmit fingerprints to a mass department. He said the departpool in Frankfort and cross match ment plans to utilize the system in
them, according to Nixon. The many other ways than it is being
LINK staff has become heavily in- used now.
volved with this Automated
Fingerprint Identification System
ICAP's cababilities include
along with the Integrated analysis of serious crimes and arCriminal Apprehension Program rest patterns, computerizing
(ICAP).
criminal inverstigative files, proICAP was installed in the Mur- jecting crime trends locally and
ray Police Department and the statewide, and improving inCalloway County Sheriff's Depart- vestigative methods and deployment in December. The system is ment of personnel.
designed to automate crime arrest
and administration records which
"Lots of positive things are going on in Kentucky," Nixon said,
"It's about time because Kentucky has stood still for so long."

Give your IRA
a check-up.
Find out if it's
working as hard
as it can to
provide for your
retirement.

Playhouse...
(Cont'd from page 1)
every business or individual who
gives $100 or more will be given two
tickets and an invitation to a
special "command performance"
of "No, No, Nanette," Thursday,
June 11,7 Bussey added.
Fund Drive Captains are: Harry
Allison, Steve Andrus, Buddy Buckingham, Ron Christopher, Max
Cleaver, Bill Germann, Ronnie
Gibson, Chairman Ed Graves,
Peggy Harrell, Don Henry, Harold
Hurt, Bob Jackson, Loretta Jobs,
Irma LaFollette, George Oakley,
John Pasco,Scott Selber, Hugh Eddie Wilson and Burton Young.
Each year The Playhouse in the
Park presents more than 100 evenings of drama, comedy and music
to nearly 10,000 audience members
Malt throughout Wee hentuck
and Tennessee. It is a professionally directed effort to teach children,
to provide creative outlets for
adults, to entertain, to stimulate
retail economy and to improve the
community," she noted.

Find out how "healthy" your present IRA
program is.
Or, how to transfer your IRA to a higheryielding, professionally-managed program.
Just stop by my office for a free, no-obligation
IRA Check-Up.

Sale Ends March 31
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PERSPECTIVE
Pushing
too hard
Congressional Democrats
are increasingly confident
that they can ram through a
tax increase while the public
is preoccupied with controversy over the Reagan administration's sale of arms to
Iran.
House Speaker Jim Wright
has been lobbying to cancel
the tax break given to Americans at the president's insistence last year.
This would amount to a
double-wammy, since the
"loopholes" and tax shelters
that were eliminated as a tradeoff for lower rates would
remain eliminated.
Wright is putting the Democrats on a dangerous collision course with the president. Many Americans may
not approve of covert arms
sales to Iran but they don't
like unnecessary tax increases either.

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD'
1 .5. senate, Washington. 11.t. 20510

• Dark Days foi Dark Tobacco
All across the western half of the state farmers are gatheri
ng to
discuss the latest outrage from Washington -- that is the devasta
ting
cuts in quotas for dark tobacco for this new season.
At the beginning of the month, the U.S, Agriculture Depart
ment
announced a 35e7o reduction in the quota for dark air cured
and a 40010
cut for dark fire cured tobacco. These reductions followed
a 25% cut
last year for air cured and half that for fire cured. Rarely have
I seen
a federal program more clearly tell the small farm operator
USDA is
not looking out for him. Rarely have I seen foreign produc
ers more
openly invited to take over American markets. The 5000 or
more Kentuckians who have operated under this federal program are hit
hardest
where they can least resist it -- in the pocketbook.
What is being done about it?
I've taken a number of steps. First, Kentucky farmers had to
be
informed about it. USDA was very reluctant to "publicize"
its decision. I made sure newspapers and the media found out.
Obviously USDA does not fully understand the impact of its
quota cuts, or the affect these cuts could have on its own obligations.
Should
dark tobacco quota holders reject the federal program in their
referendum next year, USDA would be caught with a lot of dark
tobacco on
its hands.
It's these large pools of tobacco -- a 4-5 year supply accord
ing to
USDA -- which officials use to justify their cut in the quotas
. I hope
that when the full range of possibilities is understood, all the
interests
can begin to work together toward a reasonable resolution
of this
problem.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court voted to spend up to $2,000 to
!nove the old railroad depot from
Its present position to Murray.
Calloway County Park to preserve
it as a historical landmark.
Murray High School beat
Covington-Holmes 100 to 93 in the
opening round of 60th Kentucky
High School Boys' Basketball
Tournament. Raymond Sims was
high scorer for Murray.
Thirty-one members from
DECA Chapter of Murray Area
Vocational Education Center attended Career Development Conference in Louisville March 10-12.
The chapter was awarded second
place and several members won
awards.
Twenty years ago
Maurice H. Ryan of Murray was
elected president of Kentucky
School Board at 31st annual state
convention held at Louisville.
E-2 Galon Loyd Outland and E-2
Homer Flenoy Barrow will leave
April 3 for Fort Dix, N.J., where
they will be then be sent to Vietnam for a tour of duty for about 11

or 12 months.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
graduate school at Murray State
University, spoke about "Teens
and Mental Health" at meeting of
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Lynda Allbritten, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, has been elected vice president of Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at Murray State University.
Thirty years ago
Murray High School art students
with Mrs. W.G. Nash as teacher
have made model homes and placed them on display in stores about
Murray. Students are Donna
Grogan, Sharon McIntosh, Kenneth Garland, Ronald Kelley,
Walter Mayer, Gerry Paschall,
June Foy and Mary Jane Austin,
high school, and Margie Banks
and Charles Frizzell, junior high.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billie Davis, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Pace, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Travis.
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Garrott's Galley

There is also some question
about how long Democrats
will be able to keep the "Irangate" hype going, as evidenced by polls showing the
president has regained much
of his lost popularity.
If Wright can't postpone
the tax-rate cuts passed by
Congress, he might settle for
a stock transfer tax. The
speaker's determination to
raise taxes one way or another will remind voters of President Reagan's quite accurate
assessment that Democrats
love nothing better than to
"tax, tax, tax; spend, spend,
spend."
The Democrats also will
have limited success in attempting to ignore the fact
that Reagan has proposed a
budget that would meet deficit-reduction targets without
hitting citizens with the $18
billion tax increase that has
become Wright's top priority.

By M.C. Garrott

'The New Yorker' magazine devotes
8-page feature to the Big Singing'
I've never been to a Marshall
County Big Singing. I've heard of
them for years, but I've never been
at the Marshall County courthouse
on the fourth Sunday in May when
young and old alike come together
to harmonize the old, old songs.
My wife's mother loved them.
She died in 1962 at the age of 73. She
lived with us in St. Louis for many
years, and she seldom missed getting down to Benton on the fourth
Sunday in May for the Big Singing,
sometimes by bus, sometimes by
train and sometimes we'd bring
her.
Her brother generally came too,
all the way from Washington, D.C.,
where he worked with the government. They eagerly looked forward
to seeing lots of their old friends
there, as both had grown up in the
Symsonia area of Graves County.
Getting to Benton for a Big Singing when they were growing up was
one of the biggest things they did all
year.
•••
Until Dr. Alice Koenecke shared
a copy of the January issue of The
New Yorker magazine with me the

other day, I didn't really know
much about what the Big Singing
was all about.
In it is a delightful article—eight
full pages of it—all about the Big
Singing. Of all magazines! The
New Yorker!
The article, under the heading, A
Reporter at Large, is written by a
fellow by the name of Wallace
White. It's a rare, through, indepth, informative piece of jour.
nalism. I really enjoyed it.
White came to Benton and visited
with Margaret Heath, who filled
him in on the $300,000 Gen. Andrew
Jackson and Kentucky Gov. Issac
Shelby paid the Chickasaw Indians
for some 8,500 square miles of real
estate west of the Tennessee River.
Some was in Kentucky and some
In Tennessee. We know the eight
Kentucky counties in it as the
Jackson Purchase. The deal was
made on October 19, 1818-100
years to the day before I was born.
She told him how the people
migrated into the area from the
Carolinas and brought with them a
book of religious songs mostly and
called "The Southern Harmony and
Musical Companion."

One of the most popular song
books of its day, it became the basis
for the Big Singing. From there,
Miss Heath went ow to trace the
Singing's history for the New York
visitor.
•••
I found White's description of
Miss Heath interesting. "A whitehaired woman who stands and sits
very straight and regards the world
with amused-looking bluish-green
eyes," he writes, "Miss Heath
taught second and third grades in
and around Benton for 40 years,
and she is routinely addressed by
her former pupils—and by much of
the rest of the community—as
"Miss Margaret.'"
Miss Heath put White in contact
with Dr. Ray Mofield, whom she
calls "a walking encyclopedia"
when it comes to the Big Singing.
He first called Ray from New York.
Then he came to West Kentucky,
and Ray told him all about it, drove
him about West Kentucky and served as an all-around perfect host.
White describes Ray, who is
president of the Society for the
Preservation
of
Southern
Harmony—the
organization

When they brewed up thatTaiReforrn mess
They saireouoin,youll start payingless"
For the wealthy that's true
But for just me and you
Were they telling the truth? take a guess
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Capitol Ideas

By Mark R. Chellgren

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — One the putrid waste of the plant to the
of the major public relations ef- Licking River.
forts of the Cabinet for Natural
Voila! The city gets a new water
Resources and the Collins ad- source — which it needs — and the
ministration in the past several company gets to keep fouling
a
months has been "Pollution public stream.
Prevention Pays."
And what will be the cost to
It is a program designed to bring Jockey International Inc. to let it
together industry representatives keep dumping barely treated
and point out the economic sewage into that stream?
benefits of preventing pollution.
Nothing.
A recent move by the Collins adJockey officials said they
minsitration, though, has lent a couldn't meet the salt water limit
whole new meaning to "Pollution and might have to close the CarliPrevention Pays."
sle plant, which employes abut 150
It seems the Jockey Interna- people. If that happened, the comtional Inc. knitting plant in Carli- pany said, four other plants in
sle has been spewing salt water Carlisle, Mount Sterling,
from its dyeing operations into the Maysville and Cynthiana and their
often-dry Brushy Fork of Big 1,200 jobs would be jeopardized.
Brushy Creek in Nicholas County
"We are optimistic that this
for some time.
agreement will bring a solution to
Chloride in the wastewater Jockey's waste disposal problem
averaged 2,283 parts per million so that the knitting plant can conparts of water during the last tinue to operate and supply the
three months of 1986. Chloride fabric needed by the company's
levels in waste water from the four knitting plants," Gov. Martha
plant have reached as high as 4,000 Layne Collins said in a news
parts per million.
release trumpeting this innovative
For comparison purposes, the arrangement.
state has a chloride limit of 600
The only mention Of the environparts per million for most ment in the release from the
discharge points. That limit can be governor's office is that dumping
raised if the stream has a high the sewage into the larger Licking
flow.
River "will reduce the level of
Even though Brushy Fork is dry chloride concentration to state remuch of the time, the state set a quirements and assure water
limit of 2,000 parts per million for quality protection."
chloride discharges from the
The salt will still be there,
Jockey plant.
understand, but it will be hidden
The company said it could not better.
meet discharge standards.
The state has gone to the rescue
The Collins administration, of other companies that have had
always sensitive to the needs of problems with waste. In
employers, offered a solution — Jamestown, $3.2 million is being
the state and the city of Carlisle spent to provide a treatment plant
would get together to pay $2 that will help Union Underwear.
million to help Jockey.
Improvements costing $428,000
The money, though, will not go will be made to Morgantown's
to build a better treatment facility sewage treatment plant to Jicto- get the set Out Of the *sate coniodate Sumitomo Electric Wirwater.
ing Systems Inc.
Instead, It will be used to build a
Those two projects, though, innew water line from the Licking volve efforts to treat the waste, not
River to the city of Carlisle.
just move it.
The old line will be used to carry
According to Lou Martin with

•

the Department for Environmental Protection, the possibility of
building a treatment plant at the
Jockey plant was considered.
The decision: "It would be better to go the route of diluting it in
the water than to require them to
put in a new, expensive system."
Let's get this straight: Jockey is
polluting a stream. Jockey says it
can't stop. The state and the city of
Carlisle will pay $2 million to let
Jockey continue polluting, but a
different stream.
Is it "Pollution Prevention
Pays," or "Pollution Pays?''

_ •

dedicated to keeping the Big Singing tradition alive—as "a tall, hearty looking, outgoing and disarmingly courteous man of sixty-five,
whose family has lived in the
Jackson Purchase for generations."
Ray, who is one of my favorite
people, is a profesosr of radio-andtelevision journalism at Murray
State. He also has been a farmer,
a radio broadcaster and sports announcer, a naval midshipman, the
chairman of the Marshall County
Hospital Board, the director of
news and sports information at
Southern Illinois University, assistant to the president of Murray
State and recipient of a CBS
Fellowship
at
Columbia
University.
For the past 26 years, he also has
been a minister in the Church of
Christ, and now preaches every
Sunday at .a church at Cave-inRock, IL.
•••
Through Ray, White became acquainted with Singin' Billy Walker,
who wrote the tune book, Southern
Harmony. Three of these books appeared in 1835 with W'alkr, then 26
years old, as the author and
compiler.
The Big Singing started in 1884,
almost 50 years after Walker's
books appeared and at a time when
cherished singing tradition was
beginning to show signs of fading.
A big, get-together was staged to
bring the people back to the traditional music ways.
Spearheaded by James R.
Lemon, who later became owner
and publisher of The Benton
Tribune, the people began to gather
on the fourth Sunday of May every
year to sing once again the old
songs from their treasured copies
of Southern Harmony.
With all respect to the memory of
my mother•in-law, and her late
brother, I strongly feel compelled
to go to one myself, although, as
Ray Moore repeatedly tells me, I
know very little about singing—
much less in harmony.
I just might do that.
Author White's article in The
New Yorker is a fine, detailed and
interesting, easy-to-read history of
the Big Singing over there in our
neighboring county.
It is something that we would be
wise to keep. to put in our files so
our children and theirchildren will
know its origin, its history and what
it's all about.
It's a fine article, and Dr.
Koenecke and I strongly urge you
to get a copy of the magazine and
read it. We all should know all
about theBig Singing because it's
such an important part of the
country.

I ran up on a couple of clever
bumper sitckers this past week.
One read, A WOMAN'S PLACE IS
IN THE MALL. The other:
YOU'RE MUCH TOO CLOSE—I
DON'T KNOW YOU THAT WELL.
While shaving one morning
recently, the thought crossed my
mind: "You're getting old when
your shaving kit looks more like a
country doctor's medicine bag."

GIR AFlF

Letter To
The Editor

!,

"t 17-

Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to offer a sincere apology to
the Peoples Bank, one of our most
generous contributors. Their
name was inadvertently omitted
from the list of patrons published
In a recent letter to the editor.
We are truly sorry for this error
committed on the part of the
United Way Board, because we
deeply appreciate all the patrons
who helped to make our campaign
successful.
Sincerely,
Betty Lowry,
United Way of
Murray-Calloway Co.
President --

•
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Newborn admissions and dismissals listed by hospital
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,

We're Glad
_ You Asked

Pre-Planning And Choosing
Your Cemetery Lot
We plan our futures with
such care. Yet our futures
must include a final resting
place - and that frequently
receives little or no planning.
Sparing the. bereaved this
emotional detail and the anxieties with which it is
associated, this is a wise thing
you can do ahead of time.
Presented here, then, are
several questions often asked
about the early selection of a
cemetery lot. You might well
ask them of yourself:
A. Which cemetery and location of plot?
B. How many spaces and
what's the cost?
C. If we move away from
here, will the cemetery buy
the lots back?
D. Can I sell my lots to someone else?
E. Is the cemetery properly
funded for Perpetual Care?
Some of these questions
can't be answered without
some action on your part. You
should investigate and discuss
them with representatives of
cemeteries
under
consideration.
If you have specific questions, feel free to call on us.
We'll try to help you find the
answers.

The Miller
Funeral Homes
311 North 4th St.
Murray Main Street
Hazel

March 13, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Crook baby girl, parents,
Deborah and Timothy, 1003 College Cts., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Juanita F. Underhill, Rt. 1,
Box 58, Dexter; Mrs. Rita K.
McKnight and baby girl, Rt. 2, Box
120, Murray;
Mrs. Mildred K. Canady, Rt. 5,
Box 246, Murray; Miss Ftaysha C.
Robinson, Rt. 1, Box 618,
Puryear, Tenn.;
Kyle L. Harper, F-11 Coach
Estates, Murray; Miss Kay A.
Crafton, A-0 Coach Estates,
Murray;
Mrs. Mary G. Lassiter, 204 E.
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NEW ARRIVALS
Top Dun • Man Hunter
About Last Night • Aliens
Ruthless People • Armed
And Dangerous
NION-SAT 11 ems. 10 p.no.
SUN. & HM.. 1 0.ra.. 10 p.m.

(IVIES TO SO
Chestnut Street 753-3314

EUREKA SAVINGS
4 H.P. EUREKA
POWER TEAM
_

Poplar St., Murray; Mrs. Maudie
Mrs. Mae B. Hudson, ConvalesE. Kendall, Rt. 2, Box 254, cent Division, MCCH; Willis R.
Murray;
(Sam) Rodgers (expired) 507
Mrs. Lula F. White, 1606 South Eighth St., Murray.
Parklane, Murray; Joseph W.
Cavitt, 1917 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray.
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
One newborn admission and March 15, have been released as
dismissals at Murray-Calloway follows:
County Hospital for Saturday,
Newborn admissions
March 14, have been released as
Hausman baby 4fl, parents,
follows:
Elizabeth and Steve, Rt. 8, Box
Newborn admission
419A, Circle Drive, Benton;
Boyd baby boy, parents,
Jacobs baby girl, parents,
Johnetha and James, Box 1245, Naomi and Glen, 1410 Porter Ct.,
Cadiz.
Paris, Tenn.;
Dismissals
Dublin baby boy, parents,
Mrs. Cindy D. Underhill, Har- Ginger and Larry, Box 125,
din; Mrs. Denise L. Satterwhite Lynnville;
and baby boy, 900 Story Ave.,
Coles baby boy, parents, Karen
Murray;
and Daryl, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Mrs. Wanda Louise Bailey, Rt.
Dismissabi
1, Box 320-A, Almo; Eric J. HenMrs. Mary Sue Ellis, 509 North
son, Rt. 5, Box 167, Benton;
First St., Murray; Mrs. Deborah
Miss Carolyn Diane Hoskins, Ann Crook and baby girl, 1003 ColBox 364, Bardwell; Ms. Janice lege Cts., Murray;
Turner, 1659 Ryan, Murray;
Mrs. Donna Ruth Gallimore and
Mrs. Sabrinia A. Leslie, Rt. 1, baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 41, Paris,
Box 214A, Almo; Mrs. Ginger Tenn.; John D. Wimberley, Rt. 6,
Kaye York, Rt. 9, Box 185, Benton; Box 219, Paris, Tenn.
Brandon Russell Dowdy, Box
Miss Sarah Kathleen Doom, Rt.
421, Murray; Mrs. Lore Ann Dun- 2, Box 19, Gilbertsville; Mrs.
can, Rt. 1, Box 149, Dexter;
Teresa Gail Riley and baby boy,
Mrs. Jewell J. Westerman, 606 Rt. 9, Box 173, Benton;
Ellis Dr., Murray; Miss Mary Ann
Mrs. Norita A. Youngblood and
Gupton, 103 Clark St., Murray;
baby girl, Rt. 7, Foster Lane,
Mrs. Opal M. Fulton, Box 46, Mayfield; Michael R. Corbin, Rt.
Murray; Mrs. Barbara Elaine 1, Box 136, Puryear, Tenn.;
Tucker, Rt. 1, Box 135, Kirksey;
T.P. Jones Rt. 1, Box 203, DexHarrell A. Broach, Rt. 6, Box ter; Mrs. 011ie R. Smith, Almo;
136, Murray; Mrs. Cora Lee Todd, Mrs. Carline A. Bailey, 401 North
Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Eighth St., Murray.

Individual Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18. 1987
get ideas for work to be done from
ARIES
home.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
VIRGO
If you're undecided about a financial matter, continue with .your (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
A slight misunderstanding could
research. When you have more facts,
occur with a relative, but you're in
you'll be able to arrive at a wise
sync with partners. An afternoon
decision.
lunch or an evening outing proves
TAURUS romantic.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
LIBRA
Even though two heads are better
than one, today partners may be (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You'll get rid of some clutter, but
unsure of their next financial move.
there's one item you may want to
GEMINI
hold on to. Thinking along work lines
(May 21 to June 20)
Talks with higher-ups are produc- is excellent.
tive. A job project is completed. SCORPIO
You've done the best you can, so (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
You're strong-willed, as usual, but
don't second-guess yourself after
it's your persuasiveness that wins
working hours.
others over now. Devote extra time to
CANCER
Wks with offspring.
(June 21 to July 22)
Mistakes in judgment can occur by SAGrrrARIUS
mixing business and pleasure, though (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You may feel guilty about someyou get the green light in romance.
thing unnecessarily. Make sure you're
LEO
not being too hard on yourself. It's a
(July 23 to Aug.22)
time of soul searching and psychoYou'll put the finishing touches on
a domestic project., but may not quite logical insight.
be ready to have company over. You CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Accept an invitation to participate
in a group function. Part of you
doesn't want to go, but things will
work out to your satisfaction.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The pursuit of main objectives is
highlighted now. Avoid distracting
friends. Career progress is furthered
now through research and talks with
others.
PISCES
Ado
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
queser
Helpful advice comes from.friends.
Academic pursuits are highlighted.
There is still uncertainty about how
to handle one aspect of your career.
IF BORN TODAY, you usually are
the champion of some cause and
often choose a creative medium
through which to express your message.
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For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

Model 1432
Oval Edge nuns&
Power Drives Boater Bar Brush Roll
Top Loading Largo Capacity
Dissesablo Deal NI

representing
American and
International
Traveltime

Hurry!!!
Limited
Time

229

• 50%
EXTRA
SUCTION
POWER*

1=a2D
ALL STEEL

• TRIPLE
FILTER
SYSTEM

• Touch-Control handle
keeps you in Control Of
the vac at all times
• A touch locks Self-propelled switch in Manu
al- to move from room to
room
• Flip the Pow*,Switch to
E.S.P. and Extra Suction
Power goes to work •50% more on the average than previous uprights Iron) Eureka

MURRAY.APPLLANCE AND TV

THE PADUCAH
DOGWOOD TRAIL
CELEBRATION
April 13 thru 26
LIGHT LP PADILVAH7. Is the theme of the l7 Dot.;%%ood Celebration. Come enjoy the beauty of V..c,tern Kentti.l... in the SpringLime.
Drn c the spcoatular lighted Dogn.xkl Trail through beautiful re,idennal area,. Many art,and t. ultural event,art: heduled TA,1.1,irhidc nob
the Trail. The Amerkan Quilter,S011etV n ill hold a tuned Quilt Shon
April 24, 2=-+. 2h. For ht....Jule of event, n rite
The Paducah-McCracken Count', Tourist & Convention Commission
P.O. Box 90, Paducah, Kentucky 42001 or Phone (502) 441-8783
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Spaghetti Special
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Crop Rofillt

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

1/,' SPECIAL FOR KIDS

217 East Main Street
753 1 586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners

Wodnosdoy 11 AM-10 PIM
Pot, can r oror this wolf 01 horn* for this price
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Celebrates first birthday
Courtney Leann Erwin, daughter of Keith and Alicia
Erwin,
celebrated her first birthday on Sunday, March 1, at the
home of her
grandparents, Ted and Helen McCuiston. Other guests
party were Shannon McCuiston, Billy Kinsolving, Dawnattending the
Kinsolving,
Jesse Kinsolving, Janet Schecter, Scotty Schectet,
Joshua Schecter
and her great-grandmother, Mrs. Clara McCuiston.

DATEBOOK
W'omen of Moose will meet
Murray Women of the Moose will meet Thursday, March 19, at 8
p.m. in the Community Room of South Side Manor. All members are
urged to attend, a spokesman said.

CCARC will meet Thursday
Calloway County Association of Retarded Citizens will meet Thursv
day, March 19, at 7 p.m. at W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training
center for the handicapped) Center at 702 Main St., Murray. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend, according to Ed
Davis, president.

Church W'0111en

plan -Meeting

Episcopal Church Women of St. John's Episcopal Church will meet
Thursday, March 19, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Robin Buser, 1906A
Westwood Dr., Murray. All members are urged to attend, a ECW
spokesman said.

community events
Tuesday, March 17
Retirees of Local 1068 UAWAFL-CIO and other locals will
have a covered dish supper at 5:30
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church. This is for
retirees and their spouses.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Bobbie Burkeen.
---An evening of Irish folk music
will be presented by Anne,
Kimberley and Rob Lough at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public
Library.

Tuesday, March 17
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a church-wide skating party
at 6 p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray.

Wednesd-ay, March 18
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
---J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in the home of
Mrs. John Livesay.
---Fiction writer Sandy Moore of
Paris, Tenn., will read from her
work at 7:30 p.m. in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
---Lenten services will be at 7 p.m.
at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Finals of First Regional High
---School Boys' Basketball TournaCalloway County Homemakers
ment will be at 7:30 p.m. at Racer
Council will meet at 10 a.m. at
Arena, Murray State University.
Holiday Inn.
------Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
Fresh
Start
Smoking Program
at Calloway Public Library.
will
be
at
7
p.m. at Murray---Murray Branch of American Calloway County Hospital.
---Association of University Women
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. Top women have its family night potluck supstudents at each local high school per at 6 p.m. at church with
deacons' wives in charge. Baptist
will be honored.
Men, Bible Study Group, GAs,
---RAs
and Mission Friends will
Murray Optimist Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m. at meet at 7 p.m. followed by Sanctuary Choir rehearsal.
Homeplace Family Restaurant.
------Ladies' day events at oaks
ToughLove, a support group for
parents of "problem" adolescents Country Club will include bridge
will be at 7 p.m. at St. John's at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at noon.
---Episcopal Church. For informaMurray
High
School will issue
tion call 753-2498, 489-2891 or
report cards first five minutes of
753-4173.
school and collect them at last five
Senior recital of Mark Harris, minutes of day. A report will be
tuba, will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell sent hbme by each student.
---Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Bereavement Support Group
Center, Murray State University.
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
---classroom
of Murray-Calloway
Annual style show by Music
Department of Murray Woman's County Hospital.
---Club will be at 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. at
(Cont'd on page 10)
club house.

We Use

Aluminized Mufflers
and Exhaust Pipes
FREE ESTIMATES

g.

GERRAlp BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
314 S. 12th

733-1750
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Remodeling's increasing stature in the building industry
Value of home improvements
and repairs
In Minns of dollars
'Estirnete

$60.3 I

$115

10 top remodeling lobs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1

$69.8

How builders diversify operations

Room addition
New kitchen
Commercial remodeling
Complete rehab
W1ndow/dcor replacement
New siring
New roof
New carpeting
New bath
Exterior facelift

Remodeling on the rise
In percent of al NAH8 members doing remodeling

Se-famdy construction
In percent of firms
with more than
one operation

Commercial[ndustrial construction
Residential remodeling

31%

Land development 26%
15% I Multifamily construction [for sale]

1984

_

1985

1986

_

Chicago Tribune Graphic; SOUK*:
National Association of Home Builders

Multifamily construction [for rent]

Specialty screws present tough choice for consumers
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
While all of us know a screw provides more holding power than a
nail, many are unaware of the
large number of specialty screws
on the market.
You can purchase one of these
tough fasteners for any task you
can think of and for many you
never even imagined. Although
your familiarity with screws may
have been confined to flatheads
and roundheads in both crossslotted and Phillips types, the number
of variations is almost endless.
First, let's review the standard
kinds. The flatheads and roundheads are just what their names
Imply. They have flatheads and
roundheads. The flathead is used
when you want the head of the
screw to be flush with the surface.
The roundhead has a slightly
neater appearance and is used
when the parts joined might have
to be disassembled at a later time.
It also permits a washer to be used
with it. An offshoot of the roundhead is the ovalhead, which has
an even more decorative ap-

pearance and also can be removed
easily and can be countersunk.
A slotted screw has a straight
slot across it and can be turned
with an ordinary screwdriver
blade. A Phillips screw has crossed slots, which are turned with a
Phillips screwdriver, whose blade
tip fits into the special slots.
Even though these screws are
standard, it is important that the
proper size screwdrivers be used
on them. A driver whose tip is too
large or too small is likely to slip
and damage either the surface of
the work or the screw itself.
Another thing that can damage the
surface is not starting the screw
properly. To make the right start,
place the blade in the slot, then
hold it with one hand while you
turn it with the other, all the while
being careful that the screwdriver
Is held straight.
One type of screw with which
most do-it-yourselfers are unfamiliar, but which can be very'
useful, is a hanger screw. One end
of it has threads like a regular
screw. That is the end that is
driven into the wood. The other

end has threads that will accept a
nut. Between the two ends is an unthreaded section. Obviously, then,
you can screw this device into the
material, hang something on it
and use the nut to hold it there
securely. What is called a lag
screw or bolt is somewhat similar,
except one end is a permanently
attached square that can be
tightened with a wrench.
Screws used outdoors may rust
unless you use brass oraluminum,
but you can get the stronger steel
screws with special platings if that
asset is needed. One of the most
useful varieties of fasteners is the
screw hook, which is threaded on
one end and has a curved or
square bend on the other. While
mostly used for hanging tools, it is
often employed to hold kitchen
utensils. Even more widely used
In the kitchen is the cup hook.

which can be used to hold many
things besides cups. A cup hook
has a kind of cap on it, just under
the hook, so that many of them can
be driven in the same depth when
that is necessary. And, of course,
we all know the screw eye, used
alone or in conjunction with a
hook.
No matter what type of screw is
used, it is important to avoid the
possibility of splitting the wood.
When using a small screw or when
working with softwood, splitting
can be avoided by making what is
called a pilot hole with an awl.
But, when using a large screw in
softwood or any kind of screw in
hardwood, the pilot hole should be
made with a drill. When working
with fine furniture, professionals
drill a clearance hole for the shank
and another hole for the threaded
portion of the screw. When the

head of the screw is to be driven
below the surface or even with it, a
countersink bit performs the
whole operation.
Screws come in many lengths
and gauges. Generally, the gauge
or diameter determines the

ENGINE TUNE-UP
...Electronic ignition. Add $8 for cars with standard ignition.
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 753-0595

0

•Install spark plugs
• Adjust timing, idle speed & carburetor
• extra charge if carburetor removal required
•Check belts, hoses & battery
•Inspect emission control starting
& charging systems

4 CYL

$27
6 CYL

$32
8 CYL

$37
Coupon Expires 3/31/87
RUDOLPH GOODYEAR

s
s

721 S. 12th. St. — Murray — 753-0595

Acoustical tiles help silence
noise in house, restaurant
By ANDY LANG
AP Newateatures
Q. — Is it my imagination or do
houses these days seem noisier
than when I was a kid? We are
having a noise problem in our
house right now and are considering the use of acoustical tiles in at
least two of the rooms. One of
them is the kitchen. Are we dqing
the right thing? Are acoustical
tiles really that good? My
neighbor thinks their value is
exaggerated.
A. — Acoustical tiles most certainly make a big difference. Have
you ever dined in a restaurant
where the ceiling are fairly low
and there is no acoustical tile?
Acoustical material works
because it is made of an absorbent

toughness of the screw. The higher
the gauge number, the stronger
the fastener. The length, of course,
is important because there are
many times when you don't want
the end of the screw to come out on
the other side of the work.

UMW
VINGS

substance. Much of the sound
generated in a room is absorbed
by the tile. There should be other
sound-absorbing material in the
same room. Such things as rugs,
drapes, upholstered furniture and
objects made of soft, spongy matter all help to reduce the noise.
Anything with a hard surface acts
In the opposite way, permitting
sound to bounce back and forth.
That's why a kitchen usually is
noisy; sound hits appliances, pots
and pans and reverberates. As to
whether houses seem noiser these

CallE.61/
Put TO MESE DRASTIC CUTS In PRICES,
suPFuEs AAE Liwirto sALES TO DEALLAS
ANDSAW.
A:W/00;6E4P num y!

BEST
suyS
OF 1K
MONTH

days, they actually are. With so
much mechanical equipment and
less stuffed furniture, there is
more noise and fewer absorbent
materials.

,
depend on us for

V/ALUIE 1=:04-wits. ir`i
Wheeler's Country

Sausage..Made at Lynnville $ 1 79
Lb.

Rotary MawrSHARPENER

Sides of

Beef

225 lb.-300 lb.

$ 1 29
Lb.

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping or Freezing

Ground Beef Patties...$ 1946
14 Lb. 100%

Frosty Acres Vegetables

Purple Hull

Peas
Lima
Beans
Breaded
Okra
Crowder
Peas

20

lb. box $ 1 799

20 lb. box $ 1699

739

20

lb. box 1

201b. box $ 1 799

Nairn
Lantern
BATTERY

US3 KA2

ENTRY LOCK
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Register For Gibson's Country Ham
15-18 lb. To Be Given Away March 27th

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —
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ait;_ts

Serving

1

You Since 1955

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps i
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray
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Shooting deserts Calloway in 75-49 loss to Eagles
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Calloway County High School's
season ended with a thud, last
night, as the Lakers simply could
not hit a shot, falling to Graves
County, 75-49, in the First Region
Tournament semi-finals.
Calloway jumped out to a quick
8-0 lead behind three for three
shooting from Scott Nix, Corey
Wells and Fred Jones, but
Calloway only managed one more
Nix field goal and three of 12 free
throws, allowing Graves to take a
28-11 halftime lead.
"We went cold," CCHS coach
Jack Pack said. "We scored three
points after the first three minutes
until halftime. That's the story
right there."
The third quarter didn't get any
better, as Graves outscored
Calloway 32-12 and the Lakers got
close.
Graves' inside game was dominant. Forwards Kip Ellington and
David Spicer scored 24 and 11
points, respectively, despite
Spicer being in foul trouble for
most of the game.
"Sometimes it's hard to get in
the game when you're not seeing
much playing time," Spicer said.
"I try not to change my style of
play, though."
Graves controlled the boards, as
well. The Eagles out-rebounded
Calloway, 46-23, led by Greg
Hussey's 11.
Nix, a senior and three-year
starter at point guard, led
Calloway County with 17 points
and three assists.
For Calloway's leading scorer,
his career as a Laker ended rather
suddenly and without explanation.
"We couldn't get the ball to go
in Nix said. "They played really

well, too. . . They'd go in and just
rattle out."
Calloway, which shot 52 percent
for the year, hit only 29.5 percent
from the floor and 43.3 percent
from the field as it fell to 21-11.
GRAVES COUNTY
Ellington 10-16, 4-6, 24, Spicer 4-7,
3-3, 11, Thurston 2-2, 4-4, 8, Wadlington 1-4, 4-4. 6, Wllson 3-4, 4-4, 10,
Mills 0-1, 0-0, 0, Elliott 0-2, 0-0. 0,
Willis 1-1, 2-3, 4, Mathis 1-3, 1-1, 3,
Raley 1-1,0-0, 2, Hussey 2-5, 1-3, 5,
Heath 1-2, 0-0, 2
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Jones 2-11, 5-9, 9, Wells 1-6, 6-8, 8,
Jeff White 1-3, 1-2, 3, Nix 8-18, 1-6,
17, Futrell 0-6, 0-3, 0, Armstrong
0-2, 0-1, 0, Stubblefield 2-5, 0-0, 4,
Campbell 0-0, 0-0, 0. Newton 1-3.
0-0, 2, Workman 0-0, 0-0, 0, Jeremy
White 3-7, 0-1, 6

"I'm probably more proud of
this basketball team than any I've
ever coached, because I think
they're over-achievers," Pack
said. "I don't have a kid on this
team that's ever quit or let up on
me all year. How many coaches
can say that?"
While Calloway's season ends,
the Eagles face Paducah
Tilghman, tonight.
For Eagle coach Curtis Turely,
getting his team ready shouldn't
be much trouble.
"Region I championship game:
that's all you have to say," Turley
said.
Marshall County may have
beaten Graves once this year, but
Spicer would certainly go along
with his coach's way of thinking.
"It's our turn tomorrow night,"
he said. "We're going to come out
tough and get them."

Lakers Fred Jones and Tim Armstrong await the official's call after

a scramble in last night's loss to Graves County.

Staff Photo by Clay Walker

NCAA believes current drug testing system is good one
By The Associated Press
Coaches who are unhappy about
the way drug tests were conducted
on their players during the national basketball tournament
should not expect a change in the
program. according to NCAA
officials.
-We think it's a good system,"
said Vanderbilt Athletic Director
Roy Kramer, a member of the
NCAA's special drug-testing committee. "We think it accomplishes
what we set out to accomplish."
Eight players on each of the 32

last week's first-round NCAA tournamentigames had problems producing urine samples.
"I'm for drug testing, but that
was ridiculous," Kansas Coach
Larry Brown said. "I know it's
good, and I know it's important.
But there has to be a better way."
"I think testing takes away from
the euphoria after a win," Duke
Coach Mike Krzyzewski said.
"Those moments in the locker
room are special. It spoils the moment to have to tell the players,
'Wait, don't drink that cola
(because of caffeine)."
Many coaches heid to be extra
careful to be sure that positive
results did not come out of the
tests.
Florida Coach Norm Sloan moved his team out of a downtown
hotel in Syracuse, N.Y., because
team members smelled marijuana from a nearby room. Sloan
said he was fearful that smoke
next door to his players' rooms
might get into their systems and

first-round NCAA Tournament
winners were tested - the seven
who saw the most action and one
selected at random. School officials will be notified of the
results before the next round
begins on Thursday, and more
tests will be conducted after
games on Thursday and Friday.
If a player tests positive, he will
be disqualified from the tournament but his team will still be
allowed to participate.
Because they were dehydrated,
many of the players tested after

Myers Lumber-'94 1
Murray, Inc.
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Cash & Carry
Sale Ends Monday

Visa-MC-Discover

cause a positive test.
Some teams were reluctant to
give medication to sick players
because the medicine could contain a banned substance. That was
the case at DePaul, where guards
Rod Strickland and Kevin Edwards had stomach viruses early
last week.
"Luckily for us, we were able to
treat them with Tylenol, rest and
fluids," team trainer Mike McCormick said. "I'm not sure what we
would have done if they needed
something stronger."
Some players didn't get back to
their hotels until early in the morning because they couldn't provide
a urine sample.
Kramer said players are tested
immediately after the game sizi
that traces of any banned drugs
will show up in their samples. If
they were tested before the game,
he said, players would still have
enough time to take drugs before
the opening tip-off.
"A guy could take a bunch of

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"
Don't miss your last chance
to get an IRA Tax Deduction

Wallpaper

Our advantages
are your advantages
If the 1986 tax year is your last year to
receive an IRA tax deduction, it's
particularly important that you consider
these facts before you invest in a bank C D.

Quality Name-Brand

Carpet
Sta'',ng
at

'4"
Whiny
Bird
Turbine

2 X 4-92 5/8

Paint Thinner

79c

2.89
Gallon

Metal
Insulated
in
1, :.1 , Door Unit
-EIL) - 30 x 68

GMC
LOCAL GMC
TRADE-IN

For more information on IRA investment
alternatives, call your local Hilliard Lyons .

BIB-12

'19'5

By BILL BARNARD
AP Basketball Writer
Coach Digger Phelps takes no
comfort from, the fact that Notre
Dame beat North Carolina when
the two teams met last month.
The Fighting Irish knocked the
Tar Heels out of the No. 1 ranking
with a 60-58 victory, but Phelps
said Thursday's meeting at East
Rutherford, N.J., in the NCAA
East Regional semifinals "has
nothing to do with the first time we
played them."
North Carolina not only has the
benefit of playing the game away
from South Bend, Ind., it also will
have All-America Kenny Smith,
who missed the last meeting with
a knee injury, in the backcourt.

Don't miss out on the opportunity to
make this IRA investment your best one
yet. The deadline to fund your 1986 IRA
is April 15. 1987.

Econo-Studs

office today.
•C••• Ione, Industrtal Averaar up 12 Colo on 198to

1986 GMC Safari
7-passenger van, V-6,
A/T, p.s., A.C. Less than
15,000 miles. Nice.

Woodmen Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3366

Betty Boston
Pat Gossum
Jack Uddberg

TRUCKS-TRAILERS
BUSES, INC.
u.s. 641 South

-.4101he tlittrirdprtnn.......301tet
reatirti capital for 1129

$999?ach

!AR
:
TLC) YONS
•411

114 %Mite. sr.
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753-1372
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result in a positive drug test. "At
all of the sites, we provided liquids
that didn't contain any of the banned substances," said Connecticut
Athletic Director John Toner,
head of the NCAA drug-testing
committee. "We didn't want
anyone to go thirsty."

Notre Dame prepares for
showdown with Tar Heels

A TRUCK
OU CAN LIVE WITH

Last year you might have tripled your rate
by investing in the stock market.• Further,
mutual funds showed one of the largest
percentage gains since 1975.
At Hilliard Lyons, we can't make any
promise of future returns based on the
present or the past, but we can offer you
an advantageous array of investment
alternatives.

'

amphetamines in the bathroom
and be high as a kite when he
walks onto the floor," Kramer
said. "That would defeat the whole
purpose of the testing program."
After the first-round games,
players were provided with
caffeine-free soda and juices
because high levels of caffeine can

Phelps said the key to the Irish
chances would be their ability to
slow down the tempo. Noire Dame
advanced with a 58-57 victory over
Texas Christian in the second
round, scoring far less than North
Carolina did in a 109-97 decision
over Michigan.
"It's obvious we don't want to
play a game that's in the 90s, let
alone the 100s," Phelps said. "I
think that's one thing we have to
do, control the game tempo to put
us in a position to strike when it
counts."
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith says Notre Dame guard
David Rivers is the key to the Tar
Heels' ability to speed up the
game.
"It would be difficult for us to
speed the tempo up against them
because David Rivers is such an
outstanding ball handler," Smith
said. "It's tough to press him."
Other third-round games Thursday include Florida against
Syracuse at East Rutherford, and
Providence against Alabama and
Georgetown versus Kansas in the
Southeast at Louisville, Ky.
The Midwest Regional in Cincinnati and the West Regional in Seattle get under way Friday. In the
Midwest, DePaul faces LSU and
Indiana plays Duke. In the West,
Oklahoma plays Iowa and
Nevada-Las Vegas takes on
Wyoming.
The Syracuse-Florida game
matches two teams that took different routes to the regional
semifinals. Syracuse's starters
scored 95 points in a 104-86 victory
over Western Kentucky, while
Florida outscored Purdue's bench
24-10 in an 85-66 victory over the
Boilermakers.
"You need depth to go through a
tough tournament," Florida
Coach Norm Sloan said. "I like to
use our depth. We count on the
play of a lot of people."
"There is a whole difference, in
the philosophies of baiketbalI
coaching," • Syracuse Coach Jim
Dz..hetis.
their bench - Providence,
Georgetown are good examples in
our league - and have been very
successful playing nine or 10
people."
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National levitation Tournament
Second Round
Monday. March II
Winois St 79 Cleveland St 77
Arkansea- Little Rock 54 Stephen
Austin 48
Vanderbilt 109 Florida St 92
Washington 73, Boise St 66
Tuesday, March 17
LaSalle. 17-12. at Niagara. 21-9
Arkansas, 19.13. at Nebraska 18-11
Southern Mississippi. 19.11 at St Louis
25-9
California 19-14 at Oregon State. 19-10

MARSHALL COUNTY
Cross 1-2, 1-5, 3, Stokes 0-2, 0-0, 0,
Solomon 9-12, 6-8, 24, Cothran 5-11,
2-6, 12, Birdsong 9-16, 6-7, 24.
PADUCAH TILGHMAN
Woods 8-9, 0-0, 16, Rouse 4-8, 0-1, 8,
Phil! 0-1, 0-2, 0, Tivis 8-15, 9-10, 25,
Gross 2-7, 6-6, 10, Sutton 0-0, 0-0, 0,
Barber 0-0, 0-0, 0.

NCAA Tournament
East Regional
Semifinals
Thursday. March 19
At East Rutherford. N.J.
Florida 23 10 vs Syracuse 28-6
North Carolina 31-3 vs Notre Dame 21 7
(ltamplonship
Saturday, March 21
Al East Rutherford. N.J
N
Carolina Notre Dame winner
Florida-Syracuse winner
Southeast Regional
Semifinals
Thursday. March 19
At Louisville. Ky
Providence 23-8 vs Alabama 21,4
Georgetown 28-4 vs Kanstu3 25 10
Championship

NH.:VI.

Saturday, March 21
At Louisville. By .
Providence Alabama winner c.
Georgetown Kansas winner
Midwest Regional
Semifinal!'
Friday. Merritt*
Al Ciscimati
DePaul 211-2 vs Louisiana State 23-14
Indiana 28-4 vs Duke 24-8
(lumpiest**
Someday, March 22
Al Oscillated
Indlaha Duke winner vs
DePaul
Louisiana St winner
West Regional
Serrilibuels
Friday, March11
At Seattle
Oklahoma 24-9 vs Iowa. 294
Nevada • LYS Vegas. 36-1. vs Wyoming. 24-9
Championship
Sunday. March 1:2
At liestalle
LNI.V iSyoming winner vs Oklahoma
Iowa winner
The Fla& Four
At New Orleans
Semifinals
Saturday. March 28
East champion vs' Southeast champion
Midwest champion vs West champion
Championship
Monday . March 311
East Southeast winner vs Midwest West
winner

KENT((Al 111611 SCHOOL •
Boys
Regional Playoffs
First Region
Marshall Co 63. Pad Tilghman 59
Graves Co 79. Calloway Co 411
Second Region
Caldwell Co. 74. W. Hopkins 4.5
Madisonville 59, /iv Central 48
Third Region
Owens Apollo 72. Breckinridge Co 52
Owensboro 62. Hughes-Kirk 44
Fourth Region
Warren Central 69. Edmonson Co
52
Logan Co 52, Fre:Leith-Simpson 47
Fifth Region
Washington Co 61, Fort Knox 47
LaRue Co. 86. N Hardin 63
Eighth Region
Oldham Co.,Ts. Owen Co. 43
Shelby Co 59, N Bullitt 58 OT
Ninth Region

Ft Thomas Highlands Si', Coy Catholic 61
Newport Cain 80, Campbell Co 64
11th Region
Madison Cent 62. Len Lafayette 61 20T
Lax Bryan St 66. Franklin Co 62
120 Region
Harrodsburg 54, Danville 53
Monticello 75. Casey Co 72
13th Region
Williamsburg 64. Cawood 62
Clay Co 80. Knox Central 58
14th Region
Lee Co 51. MC Napier 49
Hazard 79, Wolfe Co 74 OT
1509 Region
Allen Centr1.73. Magoffin Co 51
Palritsvthe 63. VIrgie 59
111116 Region
Boyd Co 58. Gmenup Co 43
Rowan Co 60 W Carter 54

NBA STANDINGS
Marshal Terry Birdsong blocks out Tornado Robert Cross in
last night's 63-59 win over Tilghman in Racer
Arena.
Staff Photo by Clay Walker

margin.
Marshall County goes into
tonight's 7:30 game with a 26-5
record while Tilghman ends its
season at 27-6.
The impressive record is little
consolation, however, for PTHS

coach Bemy Miller.
"It (the record) doesn't make
any difference to me," Miller said.
"We always win 25 ball games or
so. We've been averaging 25 wins
for years now, so we haven't done
anything."

Yankees awaiting Rhoden return
seventh inning as Kansas City
blanked Baltimore.
Tigers 7, Twins 1
Terry Harper and Larry Hemdon each drove in two runs to back
the five-hit pitching of Frank
Tanana and two others as Detroit
beat Minnesota. Tanana allowed
only one hit and one unearned run
Is the five innings he worked. He
struck out four, including the side
In the fourth.
Red Sox 6, Yankees 4
Kevin Romine capped a Boston
comeback with a tie-breaking
home run in the seventh inning
and Marc Sullivan also homered,
powering the Red Sox over New
York. Reliever Steve Crawford,
the third Boston pitcher, allowed
only two hits in three scoreless innings as the Red Sox rallied from
3-0 and 4-1 deficits.
Expos 7, Braves 5
Jeff Reynolds drove in the goahead run with a run-scoring
single in a three-run Montreal
seventh inning to pace the Expos
over a split Atlanta team. Trench
Davis led the Braves' attack with
three RBI, two coming on a tworun inside-the-park homer in the
fourth inning.
Cardinals 5, Astros 4
Jim Lindeman drove in his second run of the game with a ninthinning single to lead St. Louis over
Houston. Lindeman collected his
first RBI of the game with a double in the fourth inning, as the Cardinals improved their exhibition
record to 9-1. Houston shortstop
Bert Pena improved his spring
average to .500 with a two-run
homer and a double.
Rangers 11, White Sox•

Darrell Porter had a pair of tworun doubles to lead Texas over
Chicago. Bob Brower went 4-for-5
with an RBI single and Pete
O'Brien and Jerry Browne each
drove in two runs for the Rangers,
who handed the White Sox their
sixth loss in seven spring games.
Phillies 9, Red Sox 8
Rick Schu lined an RBI single in
the bottom of the 10th to lift
Philadelphia over a Boston split
squad. Schu's single scored Greg
Gross, who started the inning with
a pinch single before moving to second base on a sacrifice bunt by
Gary Redus. Wade Boggs had
three hits and three RBI for the
Red Sox.
Braves 6, Dodgers 4
Dion James had two hits and
scored twice to lead an Atlanta
split squad past Los Angeles. The
Braves scored four runs off loser
Tim Leary after Dodger starter
Orel Hershiser had allowed the
Braves one earned run on three
hits through the first four innings.
Padres 11, Brewers6
Rookie catcher Benito Santiago
drove in four runs with three hits
as San Diego rallied to beat
Milwaukee. After the Brewers had
taken a 5-2 lead, the Padres scored
four runs in both the sixth and
seventh innings. Santiago had tworun singles in each of the innings.
Angels 15, Cubs2
Kirk McCaskill, making his first
appearance of the spring, earned
the win as California routed
Chicago. Relievers Donnie Moore
and Ray Chadwick, who earned
the save, combined with McCaskill to limit the Cubs to three
hits.

For MCHS seniors Birdsong and
Solomon, however, the win was
very sweet, for one night anyway.
"This game isn't half as important as tomorrow night's," Birdsong said."But as far as just being
happy, this was the best yet."

Read the want
ads daily

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Yr L Pct. GB
x Boston
47 17
734 —
Phltadelptaa
35 29
547 12
Washington
34 29
540 124
New York
20 44
313 27
New Jersey
19 45
297 28
Central Division
x Detroit
44 20
688 —
x Atlanta
43 21
672
1
x-Milwaukee
41 25
621
4
Chicago
32 32
500 12
Indiana
31 34
477 134
Cleveland
21 41
369 204
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
1,1Iae22
641 —

l'tah
Houston
Denver
San Antonio
Sacramento

35 29
34 31
26 38
23 42
10 14
Pacific Division
XL A Laker,
51 14
Portland
39 25
Seattle
34 33
Golden State
32 33
Phoenix
24 40
L A Clippers
11 51
x-clinched playoff spot
Monday's Games
Detroit 115. Indiana 96
Houston 97. Chicago 96
Seattle 112 San Antonio 111
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6
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406 15
354 18',
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—
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A NEW DEALERSHIP
IS TAKING SHAPE.
Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

1987 Mercury Cougar

COUPON

PPP]if:"7 •f_ I:.
Oil, Lube
Filter
$999
with coupon
We II odd up to 5 gra c'
Hovoline 1CW 30 10VV 40
motor oil and give your cv.•
o complete checkup
Good on most cars and
light truck,.
Fry

APPOINTMENT ONI V
Coll 753 0595
a_S_n It

V 1-1

1987 Mercury Sable Sedan
HANN L CATFISH. HYBRID BLUE GILL
Fathead minnows Large Mouth Bass Black
rapose and Triploid (Grass Carol

Delivery Will Be• .
Monday, March 23
At The Following Location
Southern States Co-op
Mufiray, KY- (502) 753-1423
Time: 4:0003:00 PMall your local store to place 'bur
Order or call Toll Free- 1-800-643-8439

Fish Wagon Inc
Route 3 Box 337-C
Harrisburg Arkansas 72432

1987 Lincoln Mark VII

And Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury's shape is both stylish and functional To
match that of the
cars we display. Quality cars in several models and colors. With the latest
available
•
high tech options.
enjoy dealing with our helpful salesmen while you're
choosing your car and with our friendly servicemen after you've bought
it.
Visit Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury in Murray. We've got the shape you
want to be in.

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

Murray, KY 42071
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By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
For most teams, giving up 25
points to a player is not exactly
shutting him dtwn, but Donald
Tivis is not jusrkny player and
Marshall County is not just any
team.
Tivis scored his 25 last night, but
when the game was on the line, the
Marshal's defense stymied the
5-10 senior and Marshall walked
away with a 63-59 win, advancing
to tonight's First Region Tournament final against Graves County.

By The Associated Press
The New York Yankees have
Rick Rhoden penciled in to start
on Opening Day, but right now
he's just marked down on their injury list.
The right-hander who is expected to be the mainstay of a
question-mark Yankee pitching
staff suffered a pulled muscle in
his lower back Monday while pitching a spring training exhibition
baseball game against the Boston
Red Sox.
Rhoden had a 15-12 record and
2.84 earned run average for the
last-place Pittsburgh Pirates in
1986. He was acquired by the
Yankees in a multiplayer deal last
Nov. 26.
Around the Camps
The Texas Rangers also suffered a key training camp injury
when Jeff Kunkel, a top candidate
for second base, suffered a separation of his right shoulder during a
game with the Chicago White Sox.
He is expected to undergo
surgery and will be out
Indefinitely.
Outfielder Mike Young rejoined
the Baltimore Orioles Monday,
ready to begin the long road back
following surgery on his right
thumb.
Young suffered a torn ligament
when he dove for a low liner in
Baltimore's second exhibition
game on March 8.
The Milwaukee Brewers were
buoyed by Pete Vuckovich's performance in a "B" game against
Seattle. The 1982 Cy Young award
winner, who is trying to make the
team as a non-roster player after
several bouts of arm problems,
pitched four hitless innings and
said he could have gone longer.
. Monday's Exhibition Games
Mete 5, Reds 1
Howard Johnson hit a two-run
homer as the Meta banged out 10
hits to defeat Cincinnati.
Johnson, who is succeeding Ray
Knight as the Meta' everyday
third baseman, hit his homer in
the second inning batting righthanded against Cincinnati lefthander Tom Browning. the
switch-hitter is batting .264}
(7-for-20) with five runs batted in
this R.r.ir. Ife•
Royals 2—
,Orloles
Steve Balboni, trying to recover
from a 1986 season plagued by
back problems, broke a scoreless
tie with a leadoff home run in the

PAGE 7
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Marshall depth downs PTHS,63-59

Marshall County, slight underdogs, proved to be the deeper
squad as center John Solomon and
guard Terry Birdsong scored 24
points each.
Solomon also grabbed seven
rebounds.
Marshall led throughout the
game, taking a 28-24 lead into
halftime.
Tilghman, however, made
several runs at the Marshals, coming within one following a Tivis
feed to Keith Woods. A Solomon
free throw put MCHS up 61-59.
The Tornadoes failed to convert,
however and Mike Cross found
himself at the free-throw line with
a chance to clinch the game for the
upset-minded Marshals.
Cross missed the front end of the
one-and-one, setting up a lastditch effort on Tllghman's part.
But Tivis' 20-foot bomb rimmed
out and Birdsong grabbed the
rebound.
"I thought Tivis was just going
to have to miss sometime," Marshall County coach Alan Hatcher
said. 'I think we wanted it more
than they did. I really do."
Birdsong was fouled by Tivis
and the 6-2 senior nailed both free
shots to account for the final
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CLASSIFIEDS

By Abigail
Van Buren

Legal

1

2 .Notice

2

2 .Notice

Notice

KIDS! Kids! Kids! 900

Invitation
To Bid

Automobiles and Alcohol Don't
Mix Under Any Circumstances
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for your
column about drunk drivers, and
especially for saying that friends
don't let friends drive drunk.
I would like to mention an aspect
of drunkenness that is rarely mentioned but is equally as horrifying
as being a victim of a drunk driver.
I killed a man. One dark, rainy
nigtff I was driving alone in a busy
neighborhood shopping center. I
wasn't going fast, and I didn't even
know I had hit him until I heard
this terrible thud! It seems that this
man had walked out from between
two parked cars, and straight into
my path. He was killed instantly.
When I realized what I had done. I
nearly went into shock.
Fortunately, there were several
witnesses who were kind enough to
wait until the police arrived. Six of
them volunteered to testify on my
behalf.
The dead man reeked of alcohbl,
and it was later confirmed that the
alcohol level in his blood was even
higher than .16. The poor man was
in his 50s, and was known as the
neighborhood drunk.
I was absolved of any guilt, but it
left me an emotional wreck. I had to
see a psychiatrist for over a year
before I could get over the nightmares of that terrible experience.
Please print this, Abby, as an
example of how an innocent person
can become a victim of. a drunk
pedestrian.
LOS ANGELES VICTIM

•

DEAR VICTIM: Thanks for
giving us the flip side of that
coin. Perhaps we should coin a
new motto: "Friends don't let
friends Leath drunk."
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•

DEAR ABBY: A Houston Post
reader wrote: "I just saw a 20-
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Bids will be accepted
the
in
Calloway County
Judge/Executive's

minute film at church that I think
should be required viewing for
everyone between the ages of 11 and
65. It is titled, 'Sex, Drugs and
AIDS.'"

•
.

Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
Offices.
Call
759-1674

DEAR ABBY: "Mortified in Minneapolis" complained because her
otherwise masculine-looking husband insists on drinking through a
straw in public. Thanks for saying
that drinking through a atraw has
nothing to do with a man's
masculinity.
My macho man always carries a
straw in his pocket. He has a
beilutiful wain* moustache, and
that straw is the perfect solution for
keeping his moustache nice and
clean.
CONTENT IN COLUMBUS
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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Mewl Theatre Lobar,

cookies, candies,
balloons and gift items.
My Favorites. 804 Coldwater Rd. 759-1319.
Open Tues-Sat 9:30-5.

C
,

Rent An
Oscar
Winner
for $1
This
Month
so

BIG

,
TELL MOM I'LL BE LATE
FOR DINNER..EVERYTHIN6
WAS FINE...
LC

BIBLE studies begin
ning March 14th,
Second and Fourth
Saturday nights, 7 P.M.
Materials available.
Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
759-1602.

2 .Notice,
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Kentucky State
Highway Speci
fications.
George H Weaks.
Judge/Executive
Calloway County.
Murray, Kentucky

DEAR ANONYMOUS: I did
not mean to imply that sex stops
at age 65. But people over 65 are
less likely to be in a group that
practices high-risk behavior.
It's a fact that there are fewer
IV drug abusers who are 65 or
older, and people in that age
group are less likely to change
partners promiscuously. Also,
most have been in mutually
monogamous relationships for
more than 10 years.
The film "Sex, Drugs and
AIDS" is highly educational,
and I recommend it for people of
all ages.
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Courthouse, Murray,
Kentucky, until
1:00 p.m. April
14, 1987, for No.
9M and Riprap,
RS-2, AE-200 and
Primer. Materials
furnished will be
according
to

•-..________,

L

line of maternity wear.
Childrens sizes 0-10.
Also, we carry nursery
equipment.
rAM's CAKE HUT is
the place to order your
cake for that special
someone because we
put that extra effort into
our cakes to make them
special. Try one of our
carrot, German chocolate, Italian cream, or
coconut cakes, plus our
character cakes and
wedding, bridal and
baby showers, and anniversary cakes. All
cakes are made fresh
nothing made ahead
and frozen, so call
759-4492.
RIDE the new breed of
horse at Stokes Tractor
on Industrial Road.
753-1319.
THE Gold Nugget, wesf
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
THE great _downtown
flea market, 4th and
Jefferson, Paducah,
Ky. Held every
weekend beginning in
April. Come buy or sell.
For exhibit reservations call (502)
753-4658.

office,

You said you had seen the film
and thought everyone between the
ages of 10 and 65 should see it. Why
only up to 65? My husband is 66 and
I am in my early 40s, and we are not
aware that sex stops at 65.
Perhaps those over 65 should also
be encouraged to see the film.
ANONYMOUS IN CHICAGO

'1E.. , ,V\ AT THE
cirOLF COURSE RAKING
SANP 7RAPS

Coldwater Rd. 759-4577.
Tues
Sat,
9:30A.M.-4P.M. We buy
and sell clothes. New

Happy 10th
4b
Birthday
Chris
•
4b Germann
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NANCY

ARE YOU

,
GOING TO \
ASK
FIT
COUNTS 7

I-OW WILL
YOU KNOW
IF IT COUNTS / I
IF ,YOU
JUGT
DONT ASK/ KNOW
V

Aga YOU
SURE

IS 15 A
MG 'TEST...
OF COURSE
SPELLING COUNTS!

vow- AeourY
TIAE. WEDO WE
NAVE10 PUT
TAE PAT

DOES
PNYBOOW

WANT TO
TRADE:

SEATS"

OrTTTITTrig
50 WHAT'S YOUR NAME,
SWEET THING?
,

I CAN'T
BELIEVE JON!

(.....
HOW ABOUT
A PATE?

GET
A PATE WiTrr
A WRONG
NUMBER

TOMORROW AT
SEVEN? GREAT!

TRYING 'TO

A DESPERATE
WRONG NUMi3ER

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Port-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to Fioy even more of
the !Dill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199
-our srith Year
WE'RE serious abouf
your business at Stokes
Tractor on Industrial
Road 753-1319.

6. Help Wanted
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
AND PLACEMENT,
Murray State University. Murray State University a public University located in the
lake country of West
Kentucky is seeking
candidates for the position of Assistant Director of Cooperative
Education and Placement. Experience in the
areas of career planning cooperative and
experiential education
and • placement, and/or
experience in sales,
personnel, or college
relations is preferred.
High level skills in
written, spoken and
interpersonal communication are essential. Extensive
travel required. Master
degree preferred. Batcalaureate degree required. Salary $17,000S19,000 depending on
qualifications. Screening will begin April 10,
1987. Send letter of
application, current
resume and list of
references to: Mr. Lynn
Richard, Director
Cooperative Education
and Placement Office,
Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky
42071. Murray State
University is an equal
opportunity affirmative
action employer. Applications from women
and minority candidates are especially
encouraged.
• CONSTRUCTION (Us &
▪ Overseas), drivers,
welders, machinists.
Will train some
positions. (Up to
$6000/month) TransContinental Job Search
(303) 452-2258, (308)
382-3700 fee.
RN or LPN position is
available for 3 till 11
shift. Excellent benefits
with every weekend off.
Apply at Care Inn,
Mayfield or call
247-0200. EOE.
SALES full or parttime. S400-1600 week.
Call 753-3790.
SALES reps needed.
Salary, commission,
monthly car allowance.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-M, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
5

. 1 Free from
danger
5 Prejudice
9 Container
12 Island off
Ireland
13 "— in
Space"
,14 Sudsy brew
15 Taper
17 Hebrew letter
18 Small child
19 Ravelings
21 Specks
23 Was present
27 Iron symbol
28 Animal
29 Haul with
effort
31 Greek letter
34 Note of scale
35 Theatrical
slang: no
more seats
38 Hypthetical
force

7
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3

46
48
51
52
53

Move
Birds' homes
Petitions
Native metal
Latin
conjunction
55 Crushes into
fragments
59 Transgression
60 "— With the
Wind"
62 Christmas
carol
63 Dine
64 Aroma
65 Author Zane

1 Algonquian
Indian

7

8

9
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6

13
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THE PHANTOM

2 Macaw
3 Devotee
4 "— Love"
5 Mix
6 Maiden loved
by Zeus
7 Viper
8 Stop the flow
of
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REAPERS
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44 Exist
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9 Cake mix
10 Medicinal
plant
11 Obtains
16 Part of door
frame
20 Bank
employees
22 "— Mice and
Men"
23 Competent
24 Rip
25 Tantalum
symbol
26 Pair
30'Member of
airplane crew
32 Stockings
33 River in
Germany
36 Illuminated
37 Hurling
40 Not present
43 Supposing
that
45 Latin

coniunction
47 Boring tool
48 Part of face
Sitiovorrn
50 State flower
of Utah
54-15usf1ycionr.0r.
56 flpither
57 115ver in
Scotland
58 Stallone, to
friends
81 Bond
nemeses

6. Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED
LIFE/A&H AGENTS.
PPGA and career contracts now available to
represent American
Republic Insurance
Company's outstanding
product line: Major
Medical (100% U&C);
Medicare Supplement
(100% U&C Part B);
Nursing Home; 10 year
Term; Universal Life;
and SPWL. At Superior
Best's Rating. Top
Commissions. Toll-free
WATS Line for Agent
service and support.
Excellent turn-around
on underwriting and
policyholder service.
And much, much more.
Call: 1-800-255-2255,
Ext. 4277.
GELCO Distribution
Services has immediate
openings for over the
road flat bed drivers in
Hopkinsville, Ky. area.
1 year verifiable experience, good driving
records. We offer good
equipment and benefits.
Call 502-886-9095. Equal
O pportunity
Employment.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040 - S59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155. for
eurrent federal list.
140ME ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Experience unnecessary. Details. Call
813-327-0896, Ext. 613.
1-10ME assembly income.
Assemble products at
home. Part-time. Experience unnecessary.
Details. Call 813-327-0896,
Ext. 613.
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:005 days a week.
REPS NEEDED for
business accounts. Fulltime, $60,000 - $80,000.
Part-time, $12,000 $18,000. No selling. Repeat business. Set your
own hours. Training
provided. Call:
1-612-938-6870, M-F, 8am
to 5pm (Central
Standard Time).

WANTED:
Professional
Kairstyfist/Cosmotchogist
Growing salon has one
opening for motivated
career stylist with top
technical abilities, communication skills, and basic
business knowledge Prefer
someone not locally trained
Attractive salary, health
insurance,
incentive
bonuses, paid vacation, and
sick days after internship
Eventual managerial positron for team player Looking
for alternatives?
Apply in person

Head Quarters
715 South 12th St.
No phone calls All inquiries
strictly confidential
TRAINING specialist.
Temporary position
available with Hopkinsville Community College. Responsibility includes: developing and
presenting training
modules. Job requires a
college degree in business human resource
development or related
field. Excellent written
and oral com
munications skills a
must. Prefer 3 years
training experience in a
business/ industry
setting. Salary commensurate with
qualifications. To apply
contact Dr. Thomas L.
Riley, Director Hopkinsville Community College 502-886-3921. Deadline is March 31, 1987.
Institution is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
WANTED: Registered
dietician for consultant
in long care facility.
Experience required.
Call 502-388-2291 for
appointment.

Kentucky
Farmworker
Programs, Inc.
can help persons who
qualify as seasonal farmworkers obtain full time
employment. if you have
done farmwork such as
working in tobacco
warehouses, hauling
hay, harvesting crops,
tending cattle, etc., you

might quaiRy or help. For
further information contact Ginger Bennett at
3rd floor of Calloway
County Courthouse.
Wednesday and Thursday,9:00a.m.-3:00 p.m.

or telephone 753.0708.
10. Busgless Opportunity
-1's ICE cream truck,
snow cone machine, 2

ice cream freezers, 1

chest freezer, speaker
system call David 753
7743.

sz:73
TU

CLASSIFIEDS
10. Business Opportunity
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15. Articles for Sale

20. Sports Equipment
24. Miscellaneous
32. Apts for Rent
53 Services Offered
43 Real Estate
49
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
11g sweafs, golt shirts
/ BEDROOM apartCONTRAC
TOR car
3'x2' safe, '81 Vet. Call jerseys,
GRAND
78
Prix,
kOPPER
UD
Realty
MARTIN
and jackets for
houses,
ments for rent
pentry, painting. Big or PAINTING=Paper
759-1201 or 753-0326.
loaded, very clean
big people at
rooms ..s19.99. 12 rooms bassy Apartmentsat. EmCall offers a _complete range Must sell, $1995
small we do it all. hanging, commerical or
1 PROM dresses for next to Pagliai's. Faye's ..$29.99.
best
or
of
Real
Estate
services
18 rooms 753-3530.
Quality work done for residential, Free es
sale. One size 11, $75, FREE,
Tiger and Laker ..$44.99. 24 rooms / BEDROOM apart- with a wide selection of offer. 1011 Olive or less. Free estimates. timates, References. 25
and one size 7, $60. Call sweats,
753-9775quality
homes
in
..$59.99.
the
14 foot tele- ment fully carpeted,
ierseys, t'shirts
years experience,
489-2663.
753-5651.
scoping pole ..$29.99. central heat and air. city & in the county. All '79 BUICK LaSabre, good DR IVEWAYS
and jackets
Tremon Farris 759-1987
white
FOR sale: Brand new at Faye's get purchased
body,
motor,
price
tires,
$1200
ranges.
Phone
Wallin Hardware, Appliances furnished.
your name
rocked or graveled. ROCKY COLSON Home
shop tools. 5 speed printed for free.
Downtown Paris, Tn.
In Northwood. No pets. 753-1222 for courteous, Price not negotiable. Call Also, top soil. Call Repair. Roofing, siding,
Shoperaft drill press;
753-0463.
competent
Real
Estate
MASONRY equipment: 759-4406.
753 1537.
painting, plumbing,
Delta 9" miter box;
Cement mixer, saw, / BEDROOM apart- service. We make buy '81 SKYLARK, runs FENCE sales
concrete. Free es
at
Craftsman 10" band 22. Musical
Sears
ing
&
selling
good,
tilt,
cruise,
Real
win
2-wheel barrows, scaf- ment. Stove, refigerasaw; Craftsman 8"
Estate easy for you
dows and air. $900 or now. Call Sears 753-2310 timates. Call 474.2307 or
for free estimate for 753-6973.
table saw. Call after BUN DY flute and a folds, and scaffold tor, garbage disposal,
best
offer 437-4391. •
boards. Call 753-8981.
Bach Mercedes II
W/D hook-up. $275
your needs.
SEE Wayne Darnell for
4P.M. 759-1082.
'83 CHEVY Citation, I
trumpet both with case, MUST sell- 3 piece month plus deposit. 1326
FOR most any type fast service and repair
WHIRLPOOL re- in good
door,
air,
cruise,
AM
FM
condition.
Diuguid
44.
living
Lots
Rd.
room suite; 2
for Sale
753Call 753on boats, motors, in
frigerator, only $8 per 8288
International Metal
cassette, power brakes & driveway white :rock
or 70-9514.
mirrored dressers; '68 0504 after 5P.M.
also, any type gravel, boards, trailers & farm
week. Rudolph
FOR sale: Ap
steering,
high
mileage
Building ManufacCB700
DRUM set, 7 Chevrolet pickup; '78 / BEDROOM apart- proximately
dirt and sand call Roger equipment. Fiberglass
Goodyear -Whirlpool,
one and $975. Call 436-5485.
tom, 1 bass, 2 cymbals, Cutlass. 492-8595 after ment Westwood subturer
selecting
753-0595.
one-half acres in the FOR SALE: 1968 Chevy Hudson, 753 4545 or specialist. Buy, sell or
stand with cymbal, 1 4P.M.
division. Carpet, cen
trade used boats,
753-6763.
builder/dealer
in
high hat stand only. OAK and hickory tral heat/air, Kentucky Lakes Region Nova, 70,000 actual GENERAL
16. Home Furnishings
(Location 105D-1050
Building motors & trailers. Hwy.
miles, or will trade for a
some open areas.
Best offer. Call 753-6432 firewood $27.50 rick, washer/dryer hook-up,
Repair 20 years ex 94 East, 1 1/2 miles
1060-1061 Type R). P.O.
17 CU. FT. refrigerator, after 6p.m.
from Murray, 753-0079.
dishwasher, garbage Box 630 LaGrange, II. pick-up truck. Call 753 perience. Roofing
High potential profit
delivered. Call 436-2778.
&
6 pr 7 years old,
8809.
kIMI3ALL Paradise PANASONIC P.K.-751 disposal, range, re- 60525-0630.
painting, indoor & out SEW'NGARIIIRachine Rein our growth inavocado, frost free, real organ
IF
don't
you
have
any
with entertainer. color video camera with frigerator, microwave. 1(ENTUCK
nice. 213 S. 13th St. after Call
Y lake ac- credit or no bad credit door. Odd jobs. No job pair. All makes and
dustry. (303) 759anytime 753-9961.
models. Home & Into small. 474-8057.
AC power supply and Extra low utilities. De- cess lot. 1 acre, 12x60 and have never
4P.M.
bought
3200 EXT 2403.
carrying case. Good posit and lease re- mobile home, septic and a new car or truck GUTTERING by Sears. dustrial. Bag closing
DINING room suite, hidecondition $425. Call quired. $310 a month. well. Owner finance, before you can probably Sears continuous gut- machines. Also scissor
a-bed couch, king size 24. Miscellaneous
759-1503.
753-6564.
$16,500. Home-554-8128, qualify for a loan with ters installed for your sharpening. 40 yrs.
bed, springs & mattress,
1 1 . Instruction
experience. All work
10x10 STORAGE build- PRINT sale. Ready 1 BEDROOM upstairs office-442-3632.
odd springs and • matno co-signer It's as specifications. Call guaranteed. Kenneth
unfurnished apartment.
ing. All wood, wood
Sears 753-2310 for free
made frames. In stock
tresses. Much more. See
good
as
it
sounds.
Call
Barnhill, 753 2674,
No pets. Deposit refloor, wired for deep framing sale.
estimate.
at 512 S. 11th St.
Brass
Sheila at 753-2617.
KY. LAKE
Stella, Ky.
freeze, shelves. Call accessories. Frame quired. 435-4325 after
HAMILTO
N
Cultured
FOR SALE: Pine bed- 753-4450.
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
5P.M.
SPRING is here. Bring
Village on the square,
LOTS
room suite
New and used parts. Marble, tops- sinks - your mowers and tillers
Queen size BREAKER box,
1 BEDROOM duplex,
206 Murray.
panels,
custom
made
bed, (head & foot
Open Monday through
to Moody's mower repappliances furnished,
Lakeview/
board), dresser with amp, 40 circuit main RUBBER bed-mats for central heat and air,
Saturday, 8A M. to vanities. Free Est. 753- air for repair and
breaker included,
9400.
all makes of pick-up's. near campus. 753-7947
mirror and nightstand.
6P.M. Phone 474-2325.
$99.99. Wallin HardLakefront
INSULATION blown in tune-up. Pick up and
▪ tars's/mot Niteroi 1.•• bow MN Excellent condition, ware, Downtown Paris, Also, tool boxes for or 753-5114.
delivery. 753-5668.
by
50.
Sears. TV-A apUsed
Trucks
01010114
very reasonable. Call
compact pick-up's.
No•C•pol co•••• pe•
Auror
a
WET BASEXAENT? We
bUPLEX; quiet reTn.
wh. P•ol•••• b•,
-•, ,c DO, C,
I.I.K.81•1.
proved.
Save
on
those
492-8566 after 5P.M.
Stokes Tractor, Indust- sidential
• 0
,
^0^, Dec,
1978 JEEP CJ-5, good
area near
BRING your lawn rial Rd. 753-13t9.
high heating and cool- make wet basements
GE electric stove,
Ken-Lake
condition, $2400. 1974, 750
ALLIANCE
University and sermower
blade
in
we
and
ing
bills. Call - Sears dry. Work completely
!My. WHI 'Mat LI
. ••I
years old, harvest gold.
TECHNICS SL -DS vices. 2-bedroom, apHonda, $450. 1968 Chevy
•••••• TN
753- 2 3 1 0 for free guaranteed. Call or
State
Park
Call after 4P.M. will sharpen it free with automatic turn table pliances. Ideal
truck,
4
speed,
$300.
15
write Morgan Con
for rethe purchase of a spark
759-9523.
foot flat bottom V-boat, estimate.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
plug and a air filter at with Shure Dynetic tired persons. $250 a
Area
LICENSED
electrician, 409A,
LAZYBOY recliner Stokes Tractor on In- Stylus Y999. Ap- month. 753-8096.
$80. Phone 759-1575.
Paducah, Ky.
brown tweed, $75. dustrial Road. 753-1319.
proximately 300 LP's: FURNISHED 1 bed1985 NISSAN Sports residential and corn• 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
474-8
047
mercial.
Air conditionBrown, rust and beige
country; big band; room apartment, water
truck. 4x4 King Cab, 5
ing. Sales and service. WET basement or wa
traditional couch, $103. EXERCISE bike, like classical and light furnished, $145 per
speed, factory chrome
ter under house, we
Both in very good new, $50. Call 436-2200.
classical; bird songs; month. No pets. Call 46. Homes for Sale
wheels, loaded with all Gas installation and make them dry,
repair for natural and
condition. 753-1770.
etc.
equipment,
All
less
than
brand new
4 years 753-3949.
FIBERGLASS topper
guaranteed Call 856
BEDWOOM, 1 bath.
MAGIC Chef stack for pick-up, $125. Call old. Some never played. MUR-Cal apts. Nor- FHA approved, carport, set of Goodyear LP. Fred's Repair 753- 3529.
7203.
Become a Cosmetologist washer
Sell
or
Wrangler
trade
for equal thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. brick. 2 miles out,East
white letter
and dryer, $449. 753-9817 after 4P.M.
WILL do all types of
Underwood Appliances. FOR sale: Sears band value. Phone' 901-232- Now renting. Equal Y sub. Priced in 30's. tires. Sell for bank loan MOBILE HOME plumbing, installation
Or A Manicurist.
Specialis
t,
Repair,
8398
Buchanan
759-1505.
or
best offer. 436-2485
, Tn. Housing Opportunity. Phone 753-0822.
saw and a woodburning
leveling, underpinning, and repairs. All work
Casses Eryoihng Am/ & June
cirRer 5:30P.M.
MOVING, must sell - stove. 753-0035, after after 5P.M.
759-498,1.
roofs, floors, plumbing, guaranteed. 10 years
basic Woodcrafter queen 5P.M. 753-5690.
USED VCR's starting at ONE bedroom Apart- 3 BEDROOM brick '76 GMC pick-up, shorf wiring,
hurricane experience. Free essize waterbed, $200. Call HUNTER ceiling fan, $149.95. Phone 753-7670.
timates. Phone 492-8899
ment. Located at 1628-C home on 100x160 lot. 1823 wheel base, 2 tone, straps. 759-4E150.
247-4996.
or 753 1308.
excelrent condition, 52 WHIRLPOOL Miller Ave. one block square feet including factory wheels, white NEED work on
your
REMODELING sale: inches. Call 753-1256.
microwave oven, only from campus. $120 rent carport and 18x26 letter tires. Call trees? We
can beautify
Red Frigidaire range LARGE, large, large • $4 per. week. -Rudolph and deposit. Call 751- screened porch. Central 436-2682.
your yard hy topping, 55- Feed 'and Seed
top; re-d Frigidaire selection of storage 'Goodyear- Whirlpool, 3 41 5. After 5 pm gas heat and air, 2 WANT to buy: 4x4
shaping, dead-wooding
baths, large living room
Suburban, 753-9775.
double oven; red range buildings in stock for 753-0595.
753-7123.
or removing- dead or N.K. SEEDS, seed corn,
hood; stainless steel immediate delivery. WINDOWS - Wood TAKING applications with wood stove. Lots of
diseased trees. For alfalfa, orchard grass,
51 ;Campers
built-ins
and
extras.
double sink; walnut Ascree Portabl
..•••••-• 111.11•••••••
satisfaction call the timothy, clover, garden
e frame and aluminum for Section 8. Rent Fenced backyard.
cabinet doors; Maple Buildings, Mayfield, storms; 12x12 straw Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or
1605 1984 TOYOTA motor proven
3 Magnolia
14. Want to Buy
professionals at seed, stac dust and
in
twin bed with mattress KY. 502-247-7831.
quiet
home,
extra
clean,
12,
wheat straw. carraway
rug; trundle beds; VW BR. Apply Hilldale
neighborhood. $56,000. 500 miles, roof air. self Bover's Tree Service - Farms,
GOOD used washing and box springs; night
Neale Rd 753car; loveseat sleeper; Apts., Hardin, Ky.
753-0338. The competi753-8255.
machine. Call 759-4151 stand. Call 753-8914.
LAWN mower bat- 753-7681.
contained,
new
radial
Equal Housing
tion knows us- you 5522.
after 5P.M. or leave WHIRLPOOL heavy teries, 12 volt, $19.99.
HOUSE
and
lot
tires.
in
Must see to ap- should too.
Opportunity.
SERICEA seed variety:
message.
Meadow Green Acres, preciate. 474-2384.
duty washer, only $6 per Wallin Hardware, 25. Business Services
NOTICE • formerly Serala, $2.50 pound. Call
out
New
Concord
Downtown
Hwy.
Paris,
week. Rudolph
Tn.
FOR sale . Camper Joiner Tree Service now Taylor Seed Co. days
IRA'S - MUTUAL 34. Houses for Rent
House built new in 1981.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, MAGIC Chef range,
FUNDS call Joyce Noel, 3 BEDROOM house, 6 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, shell, 8x6, 12V0H light, Colley's Tree Service, 753-5742 or Col. Morgan
753-0595.
almond, $229. Under- Invest
best offer. Call 753-7880.
14 years experience. nights 901-247-5315.
ment
wood Appliances. 759- presentative Re- 1/2 miles from town, double carport, large
Topping, pruning or
with appliances furnished, outbuilding. Phone 489- 52. Boats-Motors
19. Farm Equipment
1505.
stump removal. Corn- 5 7
Twomey Securities, garden spot $175.03 a 2425 or 753-3795.
Wanted
/52 FERGUSON trac- MARINE battery 24 Inc. for Free consulta- month $150.00 deposit.
14' ALUMINUM fishing plete tree care. owner:
tor, 14 inch plow, 6 foot series, 85 amp., $32.99. tion. Member: NASD 753-7743 days, 753-3992 RECENTLY redecorated boat. 213 S. 13th St. after Elroy Colley- 753-0366
3 bedroom, 2 bath home 4P.M.
WANTED
bushhog. Good condi- Wallin Hardware, SIPC 489-24,10
for free estimate.
nights.
with central heat and air,
Downtown Paris, Tn.
tion. Call 436-2289.
Timber all kinds
15
1/2' GLASTRON ski ODD job specialist,
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- 5 BEDROOM, 2 bath 1 car garage, OW.,
disvice. Reasonable rates. house, 3 miles from posal. Less than 10 years boat with 115 HP out- ceiling -fans, electrical,
McKnight & Sons Saw
For appointment call town, large garden and old on 2/3 acre in Kirksey. board Mercury. Nice plumbing, fencing. You
Mill on Poor Farm Rd
name it. I do it. You
489-244.
fruit trees. Call 753-0594.
Forties. Phone 489-2286 boat. Days 753-9841,
Bus.- 753-5305
buy, I install. You
nights 436-5373
1 BR house on 641 S., close after 5p.m.
26. TV -Radio
Home-753-7528
15' STARCRAFT boat, break, I fix. Call 436to Hazel. $216 a month
70HP Mariner motor, 2868 evenings.
MAGNAVOX console Call 365-5424.
48. Auto Services
Star drive-on trailer, 2
color T.V., only $7 per 1 BEDROOM house on
week. Rudolph Sycamore, $175 per FOREIGN car repair, depth finders, spider
Goodyear- Whirlpool, month. References, all makes and models. rigged, fully carpeted,
13 years experience.
753-0595.
deposit and lease re- Asberry Road, North of bilge pump, aerated
Three bedroom - 2 bath - Living room - kitchen - dining room
live well, 2 gas tanks
quired.
753-7272.
PANASONIC 100 watt
Coldwater. 489-2663.
and battery charge
gas heat - full basement - 2nd floor unfinished - on a lot
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
stereo component 37. Livestock-S
USED tires, all types systerti. $3500. Phone
upplies
systems only $7 per
85x105
and sizes, $5 and up. 759-9780 after 6P.M.
& CUS10N1 WOODWORKING
week. Rudolph SIMMENTAL and Rudolph Goodyear 753- 1972 30' SILVERTO
OVER
N
Simbrah
bulls. Per- 0595.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
cruiser, fiberglass hull,
20 YEARS
formance
& semen Wr-E-orlyp SATELLITE system,
a-arr) fly bridge, single screw, EXPERIENCE
10 WOOD CABINETS &
10' mesh dish, STS tested. Excellent qual- mechanic work. Call sleeps 6, gaily & shower.
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Stereo Receiver/ ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, 753-0595 for your free Must sell. $15,000. Days"
Such • Oak • Walnut • Chorry •
Positioner, all remote, Ky. 522-8794.
estimate and safety 314-683-3361, nights 314DLINCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•
reduced to $850.00. Call
check. Rudolph 683-6332.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
41. Public Sales
FURNITURE 11 FURNFPURE REFINISHING
435.4575BUILT
Goodyear, 753-0595.
CUSTOM
BASS boat 15'
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Cy I. Sok Our Display
•
•
Alumacraft and trailer.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
753-5940
'Opening March 20th' 4 9 . Used Cars
Fully equipped with • 409 Sunbury Circle
•
1 4 x 70 WESTON by
1964 FOBD fairlane. extras, $3500. 522-8347.
Fleetwood. Lots of ex35,000 miles, 6 cyl., $850. SAILBOAT 22'
tras. 345-2863 after
1977 Datsun King Cab MacGregor cabin sloop
Arts Craft
6P.M.
pick-up, $1195. 489-2595.
with pop top and trailer.
Flea Market
TRAILER for sale:
1971 LINCOLN. Arizona Fully equipped with
Aurora, Ky
car, excellent condition, extras, $3500. 522-83-47.
14x64 2 bedrooms, like
Open Weekends
new, 2x6 walls. Call
no rust, low miles. $1500
**FARM MACHINERY**
53. Services Offered
247-8147 or 345-2476.
or best offer. 753-434.
SATURDA
1972
BUICK
Skylark.
43.
Y, MARCH .11. 1987
Real
Estate
T 2 MEN want to do yard
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
10 A Al -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
owner car, extra clean, work. Tree trimming,
BEDFO
RD stone
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
1 OR 3 1312, furnished or duplex (or 5 bedroom good mechanically. removal of unwanted
MR. & MRS. BOYCE SCILLION
unfurnished, some new house), 30 acres, Also, 1977 Mercury trees & shrubbery,_ haulNEAR CALVERT CITY, KY
Marquis,
local 1 owner ing & wood for sale. No
furniture, natural gas- swimming pool, barn.
Sale Location From Interstate 24 At Exit .27
car, extra clean, good job to big or small. Free
electric, air con- Also, smoke and
meat
"The Ky Dam Exit' . Take Hwy 62 West
Mite
estimates. References,
ditioned. Shady Oaks processing house. condition. 436-2427.
To Lone Valley Rd . At Kentucky Fned Chicken
1977
CHRYSLER
experience.
Call
753-5209.
753-0680CorLocated 7 miles, East
Entrance".
Proceed
North
1
Mile
To
Sale Site!!
NICE 2 bedroom trailer 94. Call after 4P.M. doba, 441,000 actual miles, or 759-1683
Sat. Mar. 21st at 1:00 in the Shilo Community. From
Phone 502-395-7242 Evenings
1 owner, air, ps, pb. Call APPLIANCE
in city limits. No pets. 753-6210.
753-1862 anytime.
This Will Be An Open Sale To Local And Area
Murray, Ky. take Highway 94 East to Highway
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Call 489-2611.
IDEAL building site, 17
Farmers! Convert Your Surplus Equipment into
NICE big mobile home acres 6 1/2 miles from 1977 HONDACVCC 1506 Westinghouse,
464. Turn west go to the intersection of 1 551 and
CASH" Consign To This Fine Auction!' Come
for rent. TV tower, town on main road, also wagon; rebuilt engine, Whirlpool. 25 years
Prepared To Find This Auction Larger Than
experience. Parts and
464. Watch for auction signs. Owners Mr. & Mrs.
water furnished, cen- rental house on pro- heads and block re
What Is Advertised!!
tral heat and air. Call perty that rents for $175 surfaced; new paint; service. Bobby Hopper,
James Anderson.
492-8348.
TRACTORS
a month 753-7743 days good tires; must sell Bob's Appliance Ser
Nice 3 bedroom house on 28 acres + or - on
vice, 202 S 5th St.
$900 or best offer 762
Ford 6600 Diesel. 820 Actual Hrs. 16.9-30 Rubber. Re
753-3992 nights.
Business 753-4872, 436Business
Rentals
6303.
30.
mote
Valve, Spin Out Wheels. Wts.. SN C625170
black top road. Large closets - eat in kitchen - living
1978 CHEVY 1x4, black 5848 (home).
-SHOW ROOM SHARP- •Ford 3000 Diesel. 2325 Hrs..
rental. 806
room - bath room - storm windows & doors - 2 caL, OFFICE
13 6-28 Rubber, Power Steering. Remote Valve, Spin
APPLIANC
interior,
with
REPAIR:
E
red
excel
Square Feet, 211 South
2 BR House
Out Wheels. 8 Speed Transmission. SN C315332
Factory authorized for
lent condition. Call 753
12th Street. Call 753-1694
garage - private well - horse barn and tobacco barn.
Bay Shop
4
Tappan, Kelvinator and
'EXTRA SHARP
0509 or 759-1543.
until 5P.M., 753-7123
Also will be selling farm equipment. This is an open
1981 GRAND Prix. Brown. Service on gas
5 Acres
after 5P.M
COMBINE
Loaded, 72,310 miles, and electric ranges,
tooeinei 0, 0,
PRIME office space for
sale on farm equipment for local farmers. If you have
Gleaner E Gas Cab 10 Head Chopper w 2 Row Corn
microwa
ves, clis
$2900. Home-759 1123 or
, make of 1p,
010[)ef1,
lease. Utilities fur
Head SN 10252
hwashers, re
equipment to sell call 435-4144.
work-753-0578.
nished. Call 753-5870 or
389-1669
FIELD EQUIPMENT
frigerators
, etc. Earl
1981 GRAND Prix. Ex
753-8302.
Terms on Real Estate: 20% down selling price day
Vermeer 605 D Roll Baler Real Nice Baled Less Than
cellent condition, 2 tone Lovett, 354-6956 or 7531 000 Bales• Massey Ferguson PTO Twine Tie Baler•
of sale. Bal. in 30 days with passing of deed. Possesjadestone color. V 6, 5341.
New Holland 256 Rake• Ford 501 Mower w 6 Sickle
ATTICS are cool, install
cruise,
PS,
PB,
low
•
sion with deed. Buyer pays 1987 taxes. Cash on perpt Roll Bale Carrier•Sidewinder 6 Cutter 3 Pt •400
ceiling fans before in
milage. 753-0044 or 759
Gallon
Pull
Type
Sprayer•Fence Row Sprayer•Burch
sonal property.
stallation costs rise with
4472.
10 Wheel Disc • Turfline 6 -3 Pt Disc • 3 Pt 7
Tine
1981 CUTLASS Cierra, summer heat. Call 436
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate - Pete Waldrop-Broker,
Chisel
Plow
•
Ford
4 Bottom Spring Trip Plow•Ford 3
local owner, excellent 2868.
Bottom
Spring
Trip
Plow
•
Ford 3 Pt 6 Adiustabie
759-1707, Dan Miller - Auctioneer, 435-4144
condition. Vinyl roof, BR E AK ING and diskBlade•1 Row 3 Pt Cultivator•Ford 352-4 Row Planter
luggage rack, wire wheel ing gardens. Call 437
w Fertilizer Attachment • 2 Row 3 Pt Planter • Chatcovers, AM-FM cassette. 4887 or 753-0659.
tanooga 8 Double Roller Cult Packer•Ford 3 Pt ReBREAKING and disk489-2169.
versal,* Pond Scoop•Gravlty Flow Grain Wagon•4
ing gardens. Also, yard
1984 HONDA DX. Air,
Wheel Farm Wagon•2 Wheel Utility Trailer•2 Section
landscapi
ng,
leveling
speed, low miles. Ex
Drag Harrow •3 Pt PTO Post Hole Digger•3 Pt Lift
driveways, blade work.
cellent shape, must sell
Pole•Cyclone Seed Sower•8 Row Wick Rub•Black
Real Estate t Farm Maddaery.Sat., March SIL 1187 at 10 cm.at William Alamos
Call
437-4887
753-0459
or
Call 753-0509 or 759-1543.
Smith Forage•Several Horse Drawn Tools•Livestock
Meadelsa Home.From Marty,KY icke MOway 121 South to Cherry Corner Road.
Concrete Watering Trough •300 Gallon Up Right Fuel
1985 FORD Tempo, PS, ZHAIN- saws shar
jot road to lilt past(berry Coreer Repast aim..4 • % mile is paved road. Watch
Tank•200 Galion Up Right Fuel Tank•3 Horse Water
$2.03
PB, AM-FM cassette newt. 10" 12"
ter metes sigma.
Pump* Pickup Truck Tool Box•'Arm Hand Tools
$2.50. Located
stereo, only 15,000 14"-16"
WW aell a beautiful 3 bedroom - 1 bath • living room • den - eat in kitchen • large
in New Concord area.
miles, like new, $6400
utility room • built in range & ref. - lot of cabinets - t.v. tower.• storm windows &
TRUCKS
Call 436-7979.
759-4146.
doors - private well • central air • wall heater- wood stove • nice 30 x 30 building
1969 CIMC Pickup. y-11. Automatic•1959Chevy11
/
2Ton
1987 PONTIAC Fire
In back concrete floor- good tool shed - large tobacco barn - other out buildings. This
yr Greif, Bed I Hoist
Bird. Beautiful metallic
farm has 33 acres + or • of good farm land - Will sell the house and app. 3 acres of
blue with grey trim.
David Bradley Walk Behind Garden Tractor w Culland, then the farm k combine all tracts.
Lower body stripe and
tivator Oleo, AndllrestIngPlow •
- -Farm
wW be
trucks- combine • & field equipment. This will
spoiler,
fuel
injec
V-6
be an open isle for farm equipment for local farmers. If you have equipment to sell
100 Square Safes Of Hay
tion, 22 29 MPG,
phone 4354N4.
GgodYtar... Eagle_ GT
CaMPLETE SETT/EAWAT DAF
SALE11
Termean Real Estate 2091-down day-of sale. Balmn M days with passing Of deed
tires, rally wheels, AMUP TO DATE DARK LETTERS A MUST!!
Terms on Farm Equipment: Cash day of sale
stereo,
cassette
FM
PS,
For more information contact:
PB, A/C, 3600 miles.
112,100 firm. Serious
inquires only. Call 7534465
Nis AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
Is DODGE V II, steering
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
& brakes, good motor &
(5021 621-8466 OR 15021 6214386
frame $4.50 or best offer.
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL sTATts
753-6256 ask for Ralph
OPEN your own beautiful discount shoe
store. Ladies childrens
mens. Over 200
nationally known designer labels. Over 1500
styles - 40 to 50% below
wholesale prices. 16,
900.00 to $39,900.00 includes beginning inventory - training fixtures and grand
opening promotions.
Call today. Prestige
Fashions 502-329-2362.

1

machtnes,

Are You Wanting A
New Profession?

Ezell Beauty
School

306 N. 4th St.
753-4723 •

Want to buy:

Dark fired tobacco base. Call
492-8566 after 5
p.m.

Real Estate Auction

Saturday, March 21st 1987 at 11:30 at 301
North 8th St. in Murray, Ky. Mr. & Mrs.
Emanuel Manners, owners.

Onunr•s

For more information
or inspection of property phone:

•

Wilson Real Estate
302 N. 12th St
753-3263

Betty's Place

This auction held jointly with Wilson Real
Estate & Dan Miller Auction. Wayne Wilson
Broker - Dan Miller - Auctioneer.

AUCTION

Real Estate &
Farm Equipment Auciton

How Long Have You
Been In Business?

Auction

Miirray Ledger & Times
will run its annual

prOgreSS
Editiorr

Friday March 27, 1987.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery
•

Cast $600

Shroat - Waldrop Real Estate

Pete Waldrop - Broker
753-1707 Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144

Classified Advertising
Department
753-1916

JAMES R. CASH

kr

•

,
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Prens-Aas, 86, of 1148
St., Murray, died MonSy
day at 10:35 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home. He was a retired
carpenter.
He was a member of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ. His
wife, Mrs. Bessie Turner Thomas,
died Oct. 7, 1967.
Born Nov. 26, 1900, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Thomas Allen Thomas and Emma
Lancaster Thomas.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Rudell (Isabel) Parks, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Rod
( Marilyn ) Chatman, and two

grandsons, Christopher Chatman
and David Chatman,Chattanooga,
Tenn.; three sisters, Miss Euple
Thomas, Mayfield, and Mrs. Jeddie (Lula B)Cathey and Mrs. Earl
(Evie) Parker, Murray; one
brother, Starkie Thomas,
Mayfield.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John
Dale will officiate and Jerry Bolls
will direct the singing.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Willis R. fSam) Rodgers
Graveside rites for Willis R.
(Sam) Rodgers were today at
10:30 a.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Jack Jones
officiated.
Pallbearers were Joe Bob Sims,
Edward Earl Rogers, David
Weaver, Jerry Nelson, Don
Nelson, Herbert Hughes and
Edgar Rhodes.
J.H.. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Rodgers, 63, of 507 South
Eighth St., Murray, died Saturday

at 10:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Willadeane Brann Rodgers; one
daughter, Mrs. Beverly Kay
Rogers Steele, Bowling Green;
two grandchildren, Cheri Liebold,
Roseville, Mich., and Sheila
Cadle, Beaufort, S.C.; three
sisters, Mrs. Nelia Ervin,
Galloway, Tenn., and Mrs. Delia
Weaver and Mrs. Cordia Foster,
Flint, Mich.; one brother, Cleavon
Rodgers, Bradford, Tenn.

Chester C. Edwards
Services for Chester C. Edwards
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Jack Doom and the Rev.
Cloys Bruce are officiating.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Mr. Edwards, 77, Rt. 3, Benton,

Mrs. Elizabeth
Rutherford
Mrs. Elizabeth Rutherford, 93,
of tlt. 1, Hardin, died Saturday.at
10:30 p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include two grandsons, Ron Rutherford, Hardin, and
Bob Rutherford, Atlanta, Ga.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Biggs
Funeral Home, Williamston, N.C.
Burial will follow in Martin
County Memorial Gardens,
Williamston.
Collier Funeral home of Benton
had charge of local arrangements.

OBITUARIES
A.A. iRed l Doherty

1.

Prentice Thomas

died Sunday at 11 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A retired carpenter, he was a
member of New Bethel Baptist
church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Beryl Edwards; two daughters,
Mrs. Linda Steele, Lone Oak, and
Mrs. Carolyn Jones, Benton; two
sons, Douglas Edwards, Hardin,
and Carl D. Edwards, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Ruby Sauteben, Lexington; one brother, John Edwards, Benton; seven
grandchildren.

A.A.(Red) Doherty, 79, of Rt. 1,
Murray, died today at 6 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death followed an illness of about two months.
He was married June 3, 1933, to
the former Eula Mae Workman
who preceded him in death on Oct.
11, 1977. A retired farmer, he had
formerly been manager of Corvette Lanes, Murray.
Mr. Doherty was a member of
First Baptist Church, Baraca Sunday School Class of Church and of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born Jan. 19, 1908, in Warren
County, he was the son of the late
Albert 0. Doherty and Nellie
Atkinson Doherty. He was preceded in death by two sisters, Mrs.
Mahle Davis and Mrs. Margaret

Mrs. Almeda Edwards,76, of 508
Vine St., Murray, died Monday at
9:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born Dec. 2, 1910, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Columbus Sylvester
(Dick) Skinner and Zylpha Farris
Skinner.
Survivors are her husband,

Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Wednesday.

Federal-State Market sews Ser%Ice Februar
13, 1987
Kentucky PurchaseeArea Hog !Market Report
includes 6 Buybig Stations
Receipts. Act. 818 Est.800 Barrows & GUIs 5075
higher. Sows steady Instances .50 higher.
S I 2 250250 lb..
647.75-48.00
$4.5.75.47.75
lb 1 2 200-2730 lb..
9.47.25-4775
1..0 2 n 220 250 lb..

Truman Edwards; one daughter,
Mrs. Harry Lee (Sue) Lovett,
Jacksonville, Fla.; two sons, Bill
Cain, Chicago, Ill., and George
Cain, New Concord; one sister,
Mrs. Iva Lee Davidson, Ypsilanti,
Mich.; four grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

$46.25-47.23

1.S 3-4 250.370 lbs.
&MX
I'S 1-2 270-350 lb..
US 1-3 300450 lb..
US 1-3 450.500 lb..
I'S 13 500450 lb..
few 43.50
S 2.3 300-500 lb..
Roars $33.00.30.00

ID

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Grr.uut. 1,M

717711m

$35.0036.00

Wont'd from page 4)
Wednesday, March 18
will be at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
---Youth Club of First Christian
Church will start its activities at
4:45 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
PURCHASE
ARIA

eit
DEALER

1983 Buick
Century
Blue, 4 Dr., P.S., P.B.,
Air, Auto., P.W., P.L.,
AM-FM Stereo.

$5,800"

Underwritten by:
Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)

Wednesday, March 18
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
---Paintings and drawings by BFA
candidate Kim Pierce will be on
exhibit through March 29 in Clara
M.Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
---Murray State University Art
Faculty Biennial Show and Sale

$311.00.38.00
$36.01$38.00
$38.00-40.00
$40.0043.00

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY '
SERVICE PARTS

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) - Entertainer Bill Cosby and his
family comedy show captured the public's heart in the People's
Choice Awards, while two Other NBC series,"ALF" and L.A. Law,"
won as the best new TV programs.
Cosby was named in the poll-based awards as favorite male TV
performer and favorite all-around male performer, and his familyoriented series "The Cosby Show" took top honors for a continuing
television comedy.
CybW Shepherd, of ABC's "Moonlighting," was named the favorite
female television performer and tied with country singer Barbara
Mancirell as best all-around female performer.
Those polled about their favorite movie cast their votes along with
their box-office bucks, choosing smash hit "Top Gun."
Meryl Streep and Clint Eastwood were named favorite movie actress and actor.
The 13th Annual People's Choice Awards, which covered television,
movies and music, were determined by a Gallup Poll of more than
5,000 people nationwide.

Community•••

Hog Market

.0C'Oaf CO•001,

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753.7273

Brewington, and one brother,
Walter Doherty.
Survivors are three sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Venela Sexton and Mrs.
Hazel Workman of Murray and
Mrs. Myrtle Workman Jordan of
Rt. 1, Murray; two brothers-inlaw, O.T. (Jack) Davis, Rt. 1,
Murray, and W.T. Workman,
Lake Havasu, Ariz.; several
nieces and nephews including
Mrs. Henrietta Brewington Jewel,
Montgomery, Ala.
Services will be Thursday at
10:30 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg
Earwood will officiate.

Mrs. Almeda Edwards

; At

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs
& Excess Doctor Charges
Medicare Won't Pay.

Cosby, Clint Eastwood,'Top Gun'
Capture tops in People's Choice

Prices as of
Industrial Average
+8.25
Previous Close
2248.44
Air Products
431/4 -3/3
A.T.C.-Class A
21%B 21%A
AT&T
... 231/4 unc
Briggs & Stratton
37/
1
2 -1
/
2
Chrysler
52%
CSX Corp
33/
3
4 +%
Dean Foods
313
/
4 +3/8
Dollar Gen. Store 11%B 121/gA
Exxon
833
/
4 -1%
Ford
781/ unc
G.A.F.
42/
3
4 -Vs
General Motors
.78% -%
GenCorp, Inc...
.89/
1
2 +1
/
4
Goodrich
881
/
2
.
/
1
2
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Form CONN2 N

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

753-3366

-1 A

1
4
53/

1453
/
4 +1 I'8
76%

•/
1
4

23%A
81% *2
35
98%
633,2

23
/
1
4B

47/
3
4

59/
3
4
343
/
4
873
/
4
2•87/8 + I/4
58% • /6
10% •1
/
4
5.39

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSU

3.9% Financing or up to '1,200 Rebate
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe

1987 Buick Regal Limited Coupe

# 0-7005

$15,9550°
9,361°°
$1,2000°

List Price
Purdom Motors
Discount
G.M. Discount
(Rebate)

Sale
Price

These are lust two examples
of the many cars we have in stock
that qualify for the
GM Financing & GM Rebates

OLDSMOBILES
All models except Firenza & 98 Qualfiy

BUICK

# B-7008

$16,294°°
$1,3717°°
$1,2000°

List Price
Purdom Motors
Discount
G.M. Discount
(Rebate)

All models except Skyhawk & Electra Qualify

Sale
All Models Qualify
$
Price
$
This is a Limited Time Offer
PONTIAC

13 3940°

13,71600With the Purdom
Motors Discount plus
your choice of 3.9°o
financing or a G.M.
Rebate. There is no
better time to trade!

Hurry!
•
Jim Suitor

Weis Purdom, Jr.

Jerry Henry

Regina West

I. Wells Purdom III
"Tripp*"

Purdom Motorsginc.

)44.600A1ru4Le,4,

"Satisfied customers are our main concern"

OLDSMOBILE - PONTIAC
1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

BUICK

While the selection
is good.

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

CADILLAC
753-5315

IMINNAL MOT0011 001110011ATION

•

GM

